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member 
benefits
As a graduate of MSM, UMR or
Missouri S&T, you are automatically
a member of the Miner Alumni
Association and are entitled to: 
Career Assistance:
Missouri S&T’s Career Opportunities 
Center will help you in your job search. 
For information, call 573-341-4343.
Services: 
Online Community, including 
searchable directory
Access to alumni office via email
(alumni@mst.edu)
Address update service so you don’t miss  
your Missouri S&T mail
Insurance discounts and offers
Travel opportunities
Miner Merchandise:
Chairs, lamps, watches, pendants, 
Joe Miner credit card, license plates 
for Missouri residents, and the official 
Missouri S&T ring.
To take advantage of these offers, 





400 W. 10th St.





Miner Alumni Association Mission and Goals
MISSION
The association proactively strives to create an environment – embodying communication with and participation by Miner alumni and 
friends – to foster strong loyalty to the university and growth of the association. The association increases its financial strength and 
provides aid and support to deserving students, faculty and alumni friends.
GOALS
•  Increase alumni pride in their association with Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
•  Increase alumni involvement, especially that of young alumni.
•  Increase alumni contributions, primarily in the  number of alumni making a financial commitment to Missouri S&T and the Miner Alumni Association.
•  Strengthen relationships with faculty, staff and students on behalf of the alumni association.
The officers and other members of the association’s board of directors provide leadership and actual participation to achieve these goals and 
fulfill this mission. For their efforts to be a success, they need YOUR active participation as well, in whatever alumni activities you choose.
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While the gym in the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building was unoccupied this summer, it got a bit of a facelift. 
The cover image shows sign artist Jonathan Stone of JSTONEDESIGNS painting a new Joe Miner on the floor. 
Joe accompanies an image of the new athletics design, shown above. The floor was painted and sealed in time 
for the start of volleyball season in August. Photo by B.A. Rupert.
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online at magazine.mst.edu 
for more interactive features.
And stay connected to your
alma mater through these
online resources:
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www.twitter.com/MissouriSandT
F E A T U R E S
This fall, Miner athletics is sporting a
different image. The design highlights 
the university name and gives it an 
athletic feel, while paying tribute to 
our roots as the University of 
Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy.
Designed with a prominent 
miner’s pickaxe, it features a 
stylized shadow to illustrate 
action, as if it is in motion.
Be assured our mascot, Joe Miner, 
isn’t going anywhere. Joe remains a 
strong image for athletics, as well as
student life and alumni, at Missouri S&T. 
A uniform look for athletics
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The Miner Alumni Association publishes Missouri S&T Magazine to communicate and reflect the past, current and future interests 
of the alumni of the Missouri School of Mines, the University of Missouri-Rolla and Missouri University of Science and Technology.
M A G A Z I N E
Missouri S&T Magazine (USPS 323-500) (ISSN 1084-6948) 
is issued four times per year (March, June, September, December)
in the interest of the graduates and former students of the
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, the University of
Missouri-Rolla and Missouri University of Science and
Technology. Missouri S&T Magazine is published by the 
Miner Alumni Association, Castleman Hall, 400 W. 10th St., 
Rolla, MO 65409-0650. Periodicals postage paid at Rolla, Mo., 
and additional mailing offices. 
Missouri S&T Magazine is printed by R.R. Donnelley,
Kansas City, Mo. Covers are printed on 
7 pt. cover #2 Matte Sterling; interior pages 
are printed on 70 lb. text #2 Matte Sterling. 
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 
Missouri S&T Magazine, Castleman Hall, 
PO Box 249, Rolla, MO 65402-0249.
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From the editor Marianne Ward
Alumni Editor
Room Zero doesn’t sound like
much, but for a poor freshman named
Marvin “Bob” Nevins in the late
1930s, Room Zero in Jackling Gym was
a very special place. More than 70
years after the fact, Nevins, MetE’41,
clearly remembers how he earned 
a spot in the western Jackling tower:
catching a touchdown pass during the
first game of his freshman year. After
the dream catch, Coach
Gale Bullman told the
receiver he could move 
in with other top athletes 
living in the gym’s 
make-shift dormitory. 
With Jim Wilson,
CE’40, Harley Ladd, CE’40, and
Nicholas Nicola, MinE’41, Nevins
shared a pair of hard bunk beds, paltry
heat in winter, blazing August heat
and a passion for football. Yet, Room
Zero proved to be a priceless palace
for the financially strapped young 
athlete. Nevins could save the going
monthly rate of $10 to $15 for rentals
and remain enrolled at the School of
Mines and Metallurgy.
A member of the Missouri S&T
Athletic Hall of Fame, Nevins went 
on to enjoy a successful career off 
the field, co-founding Wisconsin
Centrifugal in 1945 and merging into
the Anaconda Divison of Atlantic
Richfield (now BP) in 1980. Today, a
photo of Jackling Gym hangs in the 
90-year-old Nevins’ Florida home — 
 a reminder of the difference athletics,
teammates, coaches and a university
can make in someone’s life. 
During the 1964-65 academic year,
just as the university was changing its
name from MSM to UMR, Jackling
Gymnasium was razed to make room
for the Curtis Laws Wilson Library. 
As Jackling Jock Lu Bolon, CE’59, puts
it, “What other school in the country
takes down a gym and tears up a 
football field for a library?”
Although it was gone from the 
landscape, alumni would not let the
gym be forgotten, so in the mid-1990s, 
a group of alumni formed the “Jackling
Jocks” and marked the 
50-yard line of Jackling
Field with a limestone 
monument. Funds poured
in for the project, and
after expenses, the
remaining $4,300 served
as seed money for the Spirit of Jackling
endowment through the Miner Alumni
Association. Today the endowment
stands at more than $57,500 and funds
a scholarship for spirited student 
athletes.
Fueled by their early and continued
success, Jackling Jocks meet annually
and will join together at Homecoming
this fall. Just as we busted myths about
Greeks in our last magazine, Bolon
asks that we bust the myth about who
is eligible for membership in Jackling
Jocks. Any athlete who letters or has 
lettered in varsity athletics at the 
university is eligible for membership. 
If you’re interested in joining this 
fun-loving bunch of serious athletic 
supporters, just look for their logo 
(see above).
Like Nevins, who graduated in
1941, today’s athletes work hard, play
hard, study hard and are grateful for
the financial support they receive. 
We dedicate this issue to all of our 
student-athletes through the ages. 
 Letters to the editor
My congrats to the swim team, but I must
take exception to a statement in the body of the
report (page 20, Summer 2008 issue). Rolla — 
it will always be ROLLA! — has had outstanding
teams in top-flight national competition. Our
Rifle Team of 1959, 1960 and 1961 took on and
out-shot the best. A team like West Point would
be expected to have good marksmen, but check
our scores versus theirs. Rifle shooting is the
only true sport with no gender, race or age bias
and no referees, it’s all based on the honor 
system. Rolla RULES!
Chuck Dohogne, MetE’61
Rancho Palos Verde, Calif.
Dear editor,
You do a disservice to the Phi Kaps in 
your otherwise excellent articles on Greek life
(Summer 2008 issue) by listing 1959 as when
they started on campus. The fraternity started
in 1919 as a local Catholic organization, called
the Order of Cardinal Mercier. The house at 
707 State St. dates back to those days.
In 1936, they joined the national fraternity
Theta Kappa Phi. Then in the spring of 1959,
they decided to stop fighting for members with
Phi Kappa, the other national Catholic 
fraternity, and the two merged into a joint 
fraternity using the same Greek letters, now
known as Phi Kappa Theta.
The Theta Kaps and the Phi Kaps have
been noted as leaders in both the national 
fraternity and on the Rolla campus for many
years.
Dick Okenfuss, ChE’58, MS ChE’60
(an old Theta Kap)
Cincinnati
Correction:
On page 40 of the Summer 2008 issue, 
Robert E. Hudgson should have been
spelled Robert E. Hodgson. We regret
the error.
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Back in the early 1930s, when the men believed to be Missouri S&T’s
oldest living b rothers – Irvin and Elmer Spotte – played football for the
MSM Miners, Jackling Field stood in what today is the middle of campus.
Located just to the left of Jackling Gymnasium, which was torn down in
the 1960s to make way for Curtis Laws Wilson Library, the
field was the site of the 4-4 season of 1933.
A sophomore at the time, Elmer Spotte, MinE’35,
was starting center for the Miners all four years he
played. He was an all-conference selection two of those
years and served as team captain his senior year. The
1933 Rollamo described him as “a big cog in the center 
of the line ... another great center who combined weight
with ability and such a combination spelled disaster to
opponents.”
Irvin Spotte, MetE’33, was a senior in 1933 and it
was his last season on the team. “The older of the two
brothers and a good end, Irvino made his side of the line
impregnable to attack,” reads his description in that year’s
Rollamo. “He will be absent from the lineup next fall and
will leave a big vacancy.”
When he wasn’t on the field, Irvin was active in the
Prospector’s Club and became a founding member of
Sigma Pi fraternity in Rolla, when the group chartered
Missouri S&T’s Alpha Iota chapter that same year.
Irvin’s determination on the football field stayed with him throughout
his life and in his career. His first job in the coal industry after graduation
netted him $2.80 for an eight-hour workday. By the end of his more than
50-year career, Irvin had served as president of one of the nation’s largest
independent coal producers.
At the start of World War II, Irvin was working for an MSM 
classmate in the Philippines as a mining engineer for an iron mining 
company. The company shipped ore to Japan until the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor in 1941. After the bombing, Irvin enlisted in the U.S. Army 
in the Philippines, putting to use his ROTC training from MSM. He was 
commissioned in the Corps of Engineers and was building air fields when
he and his first wife, Flora, were captured in April 1942.
Flora was interned in Manila. Irvin was taken by troop
ship to Japan and spent the next 39 months as a prisoner
of war.
“The experience made me more tolerant and
patient,” Irvin says. “I have a better understanding of my
fellow man.”
Upon his release, Irvin returned to the coal industry,
working his way through the ranks to vice president of
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Co., president and
chair of Pittston Co. Coal Group, and president of Sun Glo
Coal Co. He also served as an independent consultant.
Unlike Irvin, Elmer saw no service during World War II. 
On a field trip with his senior metallurgy class, 
Elmer was offered a job in Republic Steel’s mill in south
Chicago. He accepted the job and stayed with the 
company until his retirement as superintendent of the
inspection department 43 years later. Because steel was
a vital industry, Elmer was exempt from military duty.
Elmer, 96, lives with his wife of 67 years, Henrietta,
in Mesa, Ariz. An accomplished woodworker, he makes grandfather
clocks, bowls, letter openers and small furniture.
Irvin, 98, lives in Fort Myers, Fla.
Above: The Spotte brothers are pictured in this photo of the 1933 
Miner football team. Elmer is second from right in the back row and 
Irvin is second from left in the second row.
The four Spotte brothers from
Staunton, Ill.: Elmer (top left),
Walter (top right), Adler 
(bottom left), and Irvin (bottom












oldest living Miner brothers
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Say 
What 1,020 
Copies of Missouri S&T Magazine
it would take, stacked on top of
each other, to reach the height of
Jordan Henry’s record-setting 
17-foot pole vault.
12 
Number of Missouri S&T track
and field athletes named to the
Great Lakes Valley Conference’s
all-league team last spring.
28
Number of endowed scholarships
awarded to student-athletes at
Missouri S&T.
36
Number of full athletics 
scholarships needed to reach 
the NCAA allowable limit.
60 
Percentage of Missouri S&T 
students involved in intramural
or intercollegiate athletics.
by the numbers
“Based on the 
amount of grumbling,
it’s actually working 
pretty well.”
– Karl Lutzen, Missouri S&T systems security
analyst, in an Inside Higher Ed article about
the copyright infringement quiz Missouri S&T





And no one ever
will.”
– Jim Bogan, Curators’ Teaching
Professor of art history and film, 
discussing the ongoing popularity 
of hammocks in the Los Angeles
Times.
“In a couple of month’s
time, I’ll probably save 
a couple of hundred 
dollars.”
– Missouri S&T plumber Roy Snelson in a
Rolla Daily News article about his decision to
ride his horse to work to save money on fuel.
“I started swimming at the age of 10 and it
seems like I got better when I got to college.”
– Missouri S&T swimmer Mark Chamberlain, who was named to ESPN the Magazine’s
All-America team for 2007-08.
“We need to have 
a TV show like CSI,
but for engineers.”
– Cecilia Elmore, EMgt’86, director of
the Missouri S&T Women’s Leadership
Institute in a St. Louis Post-Dispatch
story about the need to attract
women to science and engineering. 
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t 6 a.m., when most other students are still asleep,
Miner swimmers are already in the pool. Their 
hard work in practice has paid off in a big way:
Missouri S&T posted a national runner-up finish in March.
Since 1997, the Miners have finished among the top 10 at 
the NCAA Division II Championships 11 times.
“Everyone on the team has a really good work ethic,” 
says sophomore David Sanchez-Turner, who earned seven
All-America awards at this year’s national meet, either on an
individual basis or as part of a relay team. “We’re always giving
it all we have, not just in the meets but also in every practice.”
“Coach (Doug) Grooms makes us work hard day in and
day out,” adds sophomore Andrew Trowbridge. “It definitely
pays off at the end of the season.”
The Missouri S&T swimming program has been around
since 1932 and has a legacy of success. The Miners won two
conference championships in the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association in the late 1940s under coach Chet
Bernard. Burr Van Nostrand maintained a solid program during
his 18-year stint as coach in the 1950s and 1960s, and the
Miners won six titles in a seven-year span under the direction
of Bob Pease in the 1970s.
The MIAA dropped swimming as a championship sport
shortly after the Miners’ last title in the 1980 conference, 
but the team’s success on the national level continued under
Pease and Mark Mullin. Mullin led the team to its highest
national finish prior to this season – a third-place finish in the
1998 NCAA Division II Championships.
A
a legacy of success
by John Kean (jkean@mst.edu)
photos by Dennis Goodman and John Kean
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“If you look at the leadership of the 
swimming team, it has been one of our most
stable programs,” says Mullin, who now 
serves as athletics director at Missouri S&T.
“Including coach Grooms, we have had a 
total of four coaches since 1952.  
“I believe all of these coaches shared
some things in common that have helped to
get the swimming program where it is today,”
adds Mullin. “Each one cared deeply 
about the program and the institution. 
They understood the strength and character
of the university and how the swimming 
program was a tangible part of that and not 
a separate piece.”
When Mullin became full-time athletics
director at the start of the 1997-98 season,
Grooms took over the program. Since then he
has driven the Miners to success both in the pool and in 
the classroom. Not only have the Miners performed well in 
competition – which includes three national championship
relay teams – they have maintained their status as one of 
the top academic teams in Division II.
“I think the key to the team’s current success has been
coach Grooms’ ability to recruit motivated individuals capable
of balancing their academics and swimming with the rest of
their life,” says senior Matt Hug, who earned a team-high
seven All-America awards at the 2008 meet and a total of 18 
in his four seasons as a Miner.
The Miners sent 13 swimmers to the national meet in
March and each of them finished among the top eight in at
least one event. The success was spread across the board, 
from a national runner-up performance by freshman 
Zlatan Hamzic in the 200-yard breaststroke
to Hug’s numerous finishes among the 
top eight.
“Every success we enjoyed just built 
up more excitement,” Hug says. “Each 
outstanding swim would just set the bar 
higher – and stepping up on those blocks
there was a feeling that you had to perform
your absolute best so you didn’t let your
teammates down.”
Grooms guided the team throughout the
meet, reminding the swimmers their results
would show over the course of the four days.
“We knew going in that our best days
were going to be in the back half of the meet,”
says Grooms. “We just had to stay patient. 
We were swimming extremely well and just
had to stay with it. 
“Our team went from sixth to fifth to fourth in the first
three days and we knew our last day was our strongest,” he
adds. “After we started out with two of the nine fastest swims
in the 50-yard freestyle, the kids just fed off each other and 
followed suit.”
When Mullin presented the Miners with the national 
runner-up trophy on the night the swimmers wrapped up their 
second-place finish at the national meet, one could see that all
the time they put into training – even in the early-morning
hours – paid off.
“There are a lot of challenging practices every year that we
must endure before we ever make it to nationals and those can
be physically as well as mentally demanding,” Hug says. “It
was a great feeling to have seen everyone strive so hard all year
long and be rewarded for their efforts.”
Athletics Director Mark Mullin
and coach Doug Grooms
MINER ATHLETICS
The Miner swimming team took second at the NCAA Division II Championships in 2008.
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When Missouri S&T swimming coach Doug Grooms came to 
campus in 1993 he saw the need for quality swim instruction for kids in
the community. He also knew his swimmers were the ideal teachers.
“We teach kids starting at the age of 4 and the age ranges up to
around 12,” Grooms says. “We teach all ranges of ability levels, from
beginner to sage group swim team level.”
“Many of the kids have 
little or no experience in the water,”
says Missouri S&T Athletic Director
Mark Mullin. “Our swimming 
lessons help kids in the community
learn to swim and they get 
excellent instruction.”
Last summer was Emma
McKee’s second round of 
swimming lessons. By the end 
of the session, when she was still
only 4 years old, she could swim on
her own. Her dad, Dave, says the format of the lessons is what makes
them so successful.
“The way they structure the course with lessons every night for 
a week really helps the kids build on each lesson and get a solid 
foundation,” says McKee, public relations and marketing director for
Phelps County Bank in Rolla. “You can really see the progress of 
their development.”
The best part about swimming lessons for
7-year-old Olivia Burken and her sister Mya, 6, is
the personal attention they get. The team keeps
each class small so there are only two or three
swimmers per instructor. 
“They love swimming lessons,” says their
dad, Joel Burken, associate professor of 
environmental engineering at Missouri S&T.
“They really enjoy having the ‘S&T swimmers’
who placed nationally as teachers.
“The lessons are clearly phenomenal,” 
says Burken. “The interweaving of the 
academics, athletics and even outside activities
is one of the things that makes Missouri S&T
and Rolla as a community unique, I think.”
“These are far and away the best swim lessons in the area,” says
John Myers, associate professor of civil engineering at Missouri S&T
and dad to Tyler, 10, Makenna, 7, and Cailyn, 4, who took swimming 
lessons last summer. “The instructors are very patient with the kids 
and their swim strokes have improved dramatically over the past 
season. It is an awesome investment in our children’s development.”
In the swim of things
Area kids learn to swim 
underwater at the S&T pool.
Miner swimmers 
teach kids the basics.
When Tyrone Smith, Hist’07, first
joined the track program at Missouri S&T,
his best long jump fell short of what it
would take to qualify for the Olympics by
more than four feet. Since then, Smith has
been jumping farther and farther. He won
three All-America awards and multiple 
long jump championships in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference. And this year
Smith was so good that he qualified for 
the Olympics. 
Competing for Bermuda, Smith 
finished in 15th place during the qualifying
rounds at the recently concluded Beijing
games. His best jump in Beijing was 
25 feet, 11 1⁄2 inches. The top 12 long
jumpers in the world qualified for the
finals. 
“I know for a fact that had I not 
gone to S&T, there is no way that I would
be an Olympian now,” says Smith.
Smith was born in Bermuda and
moved to the United States at age 6. 
He spent most of his youth in North
Chicago, Ill. He now holds Missouri S&T
records in both the indoor and outdoor
long jump events. His best career jump –
which is the Bermuda national record –
is 26 feet, 4 1⁄4 inches.
Jumping 
in Beijing
“I know for a fact that had 
I not gone to S&T, there is 
no way that I would be 
an Olympian now.”
– Tyrone Smith
by Mary Helen Stoltz (mhstoltz@mst.edu)
photo by B.A. Rupert
photo by B.A. Rupert
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Young athletes are often resilient enough to make full
recoveries from devastating injuries. Such is the case for
Missouri S&T pole vaulter Jordan Henry, who injured his
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) while playing basketball in
high school. During his recovery, Henry’s track coach 
suggested he focus on pole vaulting.
But pole vaulting was not something Henry was eager
to jump into. Initially bored with the sport, he showed little
interest.
“I would deliberately mess up the drills so our coach
would throw me back in sprints and admit that I was no
good at vaulting,” says the St. Charles, Mo.,
native. “The moment he let me leave the
ground and start jumping, I began to have
much more fun and improved very quickly.”
That is a bit of an understatement. 
Henry now holds the Missouri S&T school
record for both indoor and outdoor pole
vaulting. In May, he followed up his 
national indoor runner-up title with a 
second All-America honor, finishing fourth 
in the NCAA Division II Track and Field
Championship in Walnut, Calif., with a 
jump of 16 feet, 4 inches.
After being actively pursued by both Purdue and 
the University of Missouri-Columbia, Henry chose 
Missouri S&T for its focus on education. 
“Academics have always come first,” says Henry, a 
senior in electrical engineering. “At Columbia or Purdue, 
I’d have had to sacrifice more of my time and attention to
pole vaulting. Here, my coaches understand that academics
are truly important to me and take priority over track.
Missouri S&T was the perfect balance between athletics 
and academics.”
And finding the perfect balance has paid off.
Henry was recently named Scholar-
Athlete of the Year in men’s track and field 
by the Great Lakes Valley Conference, one 
of many highly coveted academic honors he
received this year alone.
This spring, Henry was named to the
ESPN the Magazine Academic All-District first
team, a selection that made him eligible for
Academic All-America honors. In June, Henry
was selected to the second team. He is one of
only nine NCAA Division II student athletes
chosen to the squad.
The air 
up there
by Megan Kean-O’Brien (keanmm@mst.edu)
photo by B.A. Rupert
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aybe you’ve seen the cartoon on somebody’s office
door or wall. A large bird is trying to swallow a
small frog. Half of the frog’s body is dangling from
the bird’s beak. The frog’s arms are outstretched as
far as possible, and it’s making a determined effort to choke the
bird. The caption, from the frog’s perspective, reads: “Don’t
ever give up.” 
A worn-out photocopy of this cartoon is tacked to the 
bulletin board in Alan Eads’ office in the Gale Bullman 
Multi-Purpose Building. The old cartoon is surrounded by
more pressing items on the wall, but you get the impression
that the basketball coach still looks to it for inspiration on
occasion. Eads, a former assistant coach at Southeast Missouri
State University and former head coach at Moberly Area
Community College, must have needed plenty of inspiration
when he took over the women’s basketball program at 
Missouri S&T in 2002. There had been a
few really good Missouri S&T teams in the
past, but the situation Eads was stepping
into was far from ideal. The program was
down, there wasn’t much money in the
budget, and Eads, like all S&T coaches,
was going to be further hamstrung by the
reality that his recruits would have to be
willing and able to handle the tough 
academic environment in Rolla. 
Eads’ first two teams went 5-20 and
4-23, respectively. Then some of his new
recruits started to become impact players
– Nicole Dierking, BSci’07, would finish
her career as the Lady Miners’ sixth all-
time leading scorer, Jamie Forsberg
ended up breaking the school’s all-time
record for assists, and Tamara McCaskill
emerged as one of the team’s leading offensive threats. These
are just three of the many solid recruits who helped Eads turn
things around.
Missouri S&T joined the Great Lakes Valley Conference in
2005. By the end of the 2005-06 season, the Lady Miners had
improved to 17-10. “After that,” Eads says, “we felt like we had
turned the corner.”  
This past year, the Lady Miners had their best season ever.
“I could tell we were going to be good during the preseason,”
McCaskill says. Both McCaskill, a junior last season, and
Forsberg, a senior, look back on a 66-42 home thrashing of
Northern Kentucky on Jan. 26 as one of the high points on 
the 2007-08 schedule. That contest came in the midst of a 
10-game winning streak. The Lady Miners were on a roll. 
Then came the Drury game in Rolla on Feb. 7. The Lady
Miners had never beaten Drury since joining the GLVC. This
was huge. Late in the game, with a victory
over its biggest rival seemingly in hand,
Missouri S&T faltered. Drury staged a miracle
comeback that must have sent coach Eads
back to his office to stare at the picture of the
frog and the bird.  
“I couldn’t believe we came that far to
just give it up,” says Forsberg.
But they didn’t give up on the season.
Even with the sting of the Drury loss still 
lingering, the Lady Miners prepared 
themselves for a stretch run that lasted well
into March. “There’s nothing you can do
about things that have already happened,”
says McCaskill, a senior who is majoring in
chemical engineering. “You can only control
what you do from then on out, and that’s
what we did.” 
M
Coach Alan Eads
photo by John Anderson
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What they proceeded to do was finish the season with a
record of 24-7, advancing all the way to the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA Division II Women’s National Tournament. 
Now that the 2007-08 season is officially in the books, 
the Lady Miners will have a lot of good memories to look 
back on. For the time being, though, most of the players are 
probably too busy training for a new season or pondering 
post-college plans to spend a lot of time thinking about just
how far they’ve come, not only as Lady Miners but also as
women athletes in general.
Cecilia (Gutierrez) Elmore, EMgt’86, is one former 
Lady Miner athlete who has witnessed a lot of progress. Elmore
was a walk-on for Missouri S&T
women’s basketball teams in the
early 1980s that “weren’t very
good.” She also played varsity 
softball from 1982 to 1985. 
“I started playing competitively on
a girls’ basketball team in junior
high, right around the time Title 9
was passed,” says Elmore, now the
director of the Women’s Leadership
Institute at Missouri S&T. “I
remember learning that we were
on some of the first organized girls
sports teams of that era.”
Title 9 legislation required athletic scholarships to be 
distributed evenly based on the male-to-female ratio at an 
institution. Since 1975, Missouri S&T has started successful
women’s programs in basketball, softball, soccer, track-and-
field, and cross country. Last year, the university started a
brand new program in volleyball.
Prior to Title 9, college scholarships for female athletes
were few and far between. And, culturally, girls were often 
steered away from sports toward more “lady-like” pastimes. 
“I think that it is almost the opposite now,” Elmore says. “Girls
sports seem to be thriving on all levels, and even things like
cheerleading are very athletic. The number of role models for
women in sports keeps increasing, and I think that is 
extremely important for young women today.”
Women’s basketball games, once played before a handful
of spectators, have become major sporting events on many
campuses. “I think it’s because the talent level is greater,”
Elmore says. “So many more young women are getting
involved in sports at a younger age. I think the coaching 
quality at the college level has also definitely improved. Good
women’s coaches are highly sought after by institutions.”
In addition to more scholarships, better coaches and 
players who are more athletic, Elmore thinks the 3-point line
and the introduction of a smaller basketball helped the
women’s game take several leaps forward. In fact, the women’s
game has become so competitive that coach Eads says he rarely
even takes the gender of his players into consideration. 
by Lance Feyh (lfeyh@mst.edu)
The Lady Miners certainly made it a long way — all the
way to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA Division II Women’s
National Tournament. 
MINER ATHLETICS
(continued on the next page)
Cecilia Elmore
photo by John Anderson
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The Lady Miners are serious
about women’s sports and they’re
determined to pass along their
knowledge to tomorrow’s stars.
Women in volleyball, soccer, softball
and basketball all take time out of
their seasons to host youth camps
for area girls. To the women’s 
basketball team, these are not just
sports lessons, they’re life lessons.
Every year, girls as young as 
8 years old take the court in the 
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building
to learn the basics of basketball at a
youth camp hosted by the Lady
Miners. Campers learn how to pivot,
dribble and shoot the ball, and run
sprints. Lots of sprints. Once they
have the basics down, they play a 
little three-on-three and four-on-four.
Some begin the four-day camp
knowing next to nothing about the
game; others are playing on their 
junior high school team. All of them
are looking to the college stars for
guidance.
The goal is not only to get girls
interested in basketball, but to get
them interested in the women’s 
basketball program at Missouri S&T,
says Keri Hessel, assistant women’s
basketball coach. She knows all
about the importance of sports for
girls.
“Competition is good at a young
age,” Hessel says. “Playing sports
gets girls used to working with each
other. It prepares them for interacting
with other women as adults and
teaches them teamwork and 
leadership.”
Women athletes: we start ’em out young
“You pretty much coach men and women the same,” he says. “It’s basketball. You
teach the game, you teach fundamentals and defense.” 
In 2008, Eads’ approach, along with the will and skill
of his student-athletes, took the Lady Miners all the way to
the round of 16 in the national tournament. That’s where
they finally suffered a season-ending loss to Northern
Kentucky, which had beaten Drury the night before. 
This was the same Northern Kentucky team that the 
Lady Miners had beaten so soundly back in January – 
the same Northern Kentucky team that would go on to
win the 2008 national championship in Division II
women’s basketball. 
“We might have been that team, we could have been
national champions,” Eads says, obviously disappointed
that a shot at the title eluded his squad at the end. 
Yet, there’s something else Eads is hinting at. Just thinking out loud about a
possibility like this would have seemed preposterous not too many years ago. But
going forward, Eads will tell you that things like national championships are no
longer unthinkable. He knows, thanks to his players and the players who came
before them, that almost nothing is out of reach.
Of course, there is one important stipulation that continues to apply: 
You can never give up.
by Mary Helen Stoltz (mhstoltz@mst.edu)
We’ve come a long way  (continued from page 11)
Jamie Forsberg
Tamara McCaskill
photos by John Anderson
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Each year, just prior to the NFL draft, serious people
with notebooks and stopwatches gather at various venues
for “Pro Days.” Ashton Gronewold was determined to
impress these people with amazing vertical jumps, broad
jumps and 40-yard dashes. Surely some of the scouts were
paying attention...This Gronewold guy has skills...But, still,
he’s just not big enough, right?
Gronewold is in the best shape of his
life, but he doesn’t really look like a 
professional football player. He knows this.
“When I was training for Pro Days in 
St. Louis, I walked in and I looked just 
like a lot of the high school kids who 
were working out,” he says.
People have been overlooking and
underestimating Gronewold’s football skills
for a long time. Coming out of Carthage
High School in Illinois, he only had a few
scholarship offers from small schools. 
He decided to come to Rolla and play for coach Kirby
Cannon. Gronewold got into the third game of his 
freshman season and, after that, went on to start every
game for the remainder of his career at Missouri S&T.
If you follow S&T football, you already know the story.
Gronewold was the first player in the 115-year history of
the program to earn All-America honors
three times. He broke the NCAA single-game
record for yards on kickoff returns (295
yards against Tiffin). He holds nearly every
Missouri S&T record for receiving, kickoff
returns and all-purpose yardage.
During the summers, Gronewold would
go home to Carthage (population 2,700) and
work on his family’s farm. He baled hay and
did other chores to stay in shape. No doubt,
folks in town had heard that Gronewold was
having a nice college football career over 
That Gronewold guy   
is pretty good
by Lance Feyh (lfeyh@mst.edu)
photo by B.A. Rupert
(continued on page 15)
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Basketball, Football, Golf, 
Track and Field
Any varsity athlete will look back on
the college years and realize they spent
more time with their coach than with 
any other authority figure on campus. 
I really doubled that because of playing
two sports (football and basketball) 
for Dewey Allgood for four years. 
When I was asked to give talks on
leadership, Dewey was always an 
example I used of one of the best leaders
I had the privilege to know in my life. 
He had those attributes of impacting 
others’ lives positively and doing it over
an extended period of time and 
sublimating his own goals to do it.
Perhaps the most telling example 
of Dewey’s strength was when we broke
ground for the construction project at the
stadium (fall 2000). It was several years
after he had retired. The entire football
team was in the stands for the ground
breaking and they filed out when the 
ceremony was done and all lined up and
shook Dewey’s hand. The impressive 
part was that I believe he knew each 
one by name.
— Keith Bailey, ME’64
Retired President and CEO, 
The Williams Companies Inc.
Billy Key
Basketball
My association with coach Billy Key
started in April of 1974. I chose 
Missouri S&T because of one thing 
coach said, “My objective is to graduate
100 percent of my student-athletes.” 
That statement made my decision very
easy, because in my mind I knew that
coach Key had my best interest at heart. 
With 34 years passing, the 
opportunities I have been blessed with, 
I conclude that coach Key had a great
plan. The impact of my association with
Billy Key has been paid back to me and
my family a hundred fold. Without 
coach Key in my life, the personal and
professional success I have achieved
would be minimal. He gave me the 
foresight to be a better person, a smarter
person and a more compassionate 
person. I have great love in my heart for
coach Key because he has made a great
impact on what I am today.
— Mark Franklin, CE’80
Senior Director of Terminal
Operations, Southern Region, 
Union Pacific Railroad Corp.
Countless Missouri S&T
alumni say they are who 
they are today because of the
lessons they learned through
college sports. Many still 
feel a personal connection 
to their coaches, who shared 
as many life lessons as 
they did tactical ones.
Missouri S&T Magazine
asked a few of our alumni 
to share their thoughts on
four campus legends. 
To read their full 
remembrances, visit 
magazine.mst.edu.
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That Gronewold guy   
is pretty good
(continued from page 13)
there in Rolla. But a lot of them probably
didn’t realize just how good he really was.
Gronewold didn’t get picked in the
NFL draft, but he did get a call from the
Chicago Bears shortly after the 2008 draft
had concluded. They wanted him to come
to mini-camp as a free agent.
“When I got the call from the Bears,
the TV stations came down from Quincy
(Ill.),” Gronewold says. “The whole area
got behind it. People I’ve never talked to
were calling my parents to wish me luck.”
During his four-day tryout with the
Bears last spring, Gronewold mainly
worked with Chicago’s wide receivers
coach Darryl Drake, but offensive 
coordinator Ron Turner and head coach
Lovie Smith were also watching. “I picked
up the offense real fast,” Gronewold says.
“I knew it was my only chance.” 
He made a few solid catches that 
garnered him compliments, and he
worked on punts and kickoff returns. 
But the Bears had brought a lot of big time
receivers to the mini-camp, and the job of
returning kicks in Chicago is currently
held by Devin Hester, one of the best kick
returners in the NFL. 
Gronewold returned to Rolla, where
he’s finishing up a degree in engineering
management, without an NFL contract.
But it would be foolish to underestimate
him at this point, and he doesn’t think his
football career is over. This summer, he
went back to the farm to stay in shape and
wait for the next professional opportunity. 
“I’m going to try out for some arena
teams,” says Gronewold, who has secured




Coach A.C. “Bud” Mercier taught us
that as individuals we could overcome
many of our shortcomings, and that as a
team we could overcome each other’s
shortcomings.
When I told him I was going to 
medical school, he said he was proud of
me, and that I should always remember
the fears, anxieties, and concerns that my
patients would experience. “When that
father calls you at night concerned about
his little girl, put your pants on and go see
about her.” I promised him I would and I
try to extract the same promise from 
medical students assigned to work with me.    
During the “Great Ice of 1991” he
laughed when I told him how many times I
was falling trying to walk up my driveway
when I got home in the evening. He hung
up the phone and drove an hour and a half
to deliver a pair of his golf shoes to get me
up that hill. When I called and told him I
had cancer in 1994 he made the same
drive to my office, went into an exam room
with me, and told me, “I wish I could take
your place.” Eleven years later, he did.
— Kim Colter, ChE’73
Physician and Owner, 
Family Health Care Assoc.
Charlie Finley
Football, Track and Field
In addressing the leadership and
coaching of Charles Finley, I am reminded
of his truck: a gray Ford F150. It was
tough, reliable and dependable, but had 
an interior that was soft, comforting and,
above all else, watchfully caring.
Whether we know it or not, coach
Finley’s attributes are with each of his
players today. Practice smart, keep your
nose to the grindstone, three yards and a
pile of dust and when life needs it, use 
misdirection and a little trickery.
Missouri S&T football lives strong in
my heart. Many people are responsible 
for this, my teammates, the coaching staff 
and coach Charlie Finley. I believe all of us
that played for coach Finley can appreciate
the quote from Roberto Clemente, and say
“Missouri S&T football has been very good
to me.” Thank you, coach Finley.
— Tony Kaczmarek, LSci’87
Physician and Owner, 
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lans to extensively renovate the Student Recreation
Center at Missouri S&T have been bolstered by a 
$1 million gift from the Anheuser-Busch Foundation,
a $250,000 gift from Roger Dorf, ME’65, and his wife, Sandy,
and student fees. 
The Anheuser-Busch Foundation, the philanthropic arm 
of the St. Louis-based brewer, has pledged $1 million in
matching funds to support the renovation and upgrade of 
the 35,000-square-foot facility. The Dorfs pledged another
$250,000 in matching money. The Missouri S&T Student
Council members unanimously voted to meet the match by
devoting an approved student fee for facilities to the project.
The student commitment will allow the university to finance
an additional $1.25 million and start phase I of the effort this
fall. With renovation costs totaling $6 million, an additional
$3.5 million is needed to complete the project.
“For years students have consistently stated that our 
recreation facilities are not satisfactory,” says Beth Groenke, 
Anheuser-Busch Foundation,
students and alumni join forces
to renovate recreation center
P
A view of the planned renovation of the fitness facilities in the Student Recreation Center.
image by Bozoian Group Architects
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former Student Council president. 
“The fact that the students unanimously
voted to dedicate this funding shows 
how united we are and how much 
we appreciate this opportunity.”
Jeff Steinhart, EMgt’79, 
vice president of engineering for
Anheuser-Busch and president of the
Missouri S&T Board of Trustees, says
modernized athletic facilities would give
the university a boost with prospective
students who enjoy sports and fitness. 
“At Anheuser-Busch, we are 
committed to the health and safety of 
our employees and have a number of 
programs in place to encourage wellness,”
says Steinhart. “We offer best-in-class 
fitness centers, health screenings and
other programs to support weight loss 
and smoking cessation.” Steinhart says he’s
impressed that the students stepped forward to match the gift.
“It tells me that wellness is definitely an area that means a lot
to them,” says Steinhart. “Fitness facilities play an important
role in attracting top students.”
More than 2,300 Missouri S&T students participate in
intramural athletics, and 340 student athletes compete in the
intercollegiate athletics program. The complete $6 million 
project will add a new fitness complex and HVAC throughout
and improve several areas of the facility, including the indoor
walking track; courts for basketball, racquetball, squash, tennis
and volleyball; and a weight room for intercollegiate athletes.
“The project will tremendously boost recreational activities
and intercollegiate athletics on campus,” says Mark Mullin,
director of athletics at Missouri S&T. 
“I know I speak on behalf of our coaches,
student-athletes, and the numerous 
participants in intramurals, recreation,
and fitness when I say a heart-felt thank
you to the Anheuser-Busch Foundation,
Roger and Sandy Dorf, and the students
of Missouri S&T for their tremendous
generosity. I cannot think of any project
that will make such a positive impact 
on so many who are a part of this 
outstanding institution.”
Dorf, vice president and general
manager of Cisco’s Broadband Wireless
Unit, and his wife, Sandy, recognize 
recreation is part of a well-rounded 
education. Their $250,000 gift brings 
the total raised to $2.5 million. Dorf was
an active high school athlete but didn’t
have the opportunity to compete during
college. “It’s not as easy to raise funds for recreation facilities
compared to scholarships,” says Dorf, vice president of the
Missouri S&T Board of Trustees. “But it’s an important 
recruiting tool for college life in the 21st century.”
“We already have great academics and great residence
halls. We want our recreational facilities to be on the same
par,” says Missouri S&T Chancellor John F. Carney III. 
“These generous gifts from the Anheuser-Busch Foundation
and Roger and Sandy Dorf lay the foundation for the complete
renovation of our Student Recreation Center.”
“Fitness facilities play an important role in 
attracting top students.”
– Jeff Steinhart, Anheuser-Busch
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Missouri S&T supporters Roger Dorf,
ME’65, and Jeff Steinhart, EMgt’79
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Advancing Excellence Campaign
nears $150 million mark
With two years remaining in the $200 million, seven-year 
campaign, Missouri S&T has raised $149.2 million in gifts,
pledges and grants. Alumni, corporations, foundations and
friends contributed $33.8 million in the 2007-08 fiscal year.
Alumni loyalty
Rating agencies like U.S. News & World Report gauge alumni 
satisfaction by the percentage of alumni who contribute 
to their alma mater. Nearly 20 percent of Rolla alumni 
contribute each year, compared to 11 percent for public
research doctoral institutions and 17 percent for similar 
private institutions. 
What better investment?
•  35 percent of Missouri S&T students are
first-generation college-goers
•  32 percent of Missouri S&T students come from 
households with incomes of  $40,000 or less
•  A Missouri S&T graduating seniorquotes average 
starting salary is $55,900 parenup to $83,875 for 
petroleum engineersparen
Campaign totals































The Advancing Excellence Campaign will provide the
resources to attract top students to learn from world-class
faculty in state-of-the-art facilities. They will pursue degrees
in engineering, science, business and the liberal arts; and
build teamwork, leadership and communication skills.
Advancing Excellence
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Student support
Rolla alumni are eager 
to give students like 
them a chance to earn a 
Missouri S&T education.
Bright Massachusetts 
students growing up in 
the shadow of MIT are
encouraged to come 
to Rolla thanks to a 
scholarship established 
by Tom, MinEquote50, and
Joan Holmes. The couple
will add $800,000 to the 
scholarship from their
estate. Roger, ChEquote71, 
and Jean Truitt pledged
$500,000 to give students
from Kentuckyquotes quoteJackson




create an ongoing stream





added in this campaignparen
bring millions of dollars 
in research to the campus
and elevate the recognition











Phase I of Toomey Hall,
the new and renovated
mechanical and aerospace
engineering complex, will
be dedicated on Oct. 17,
with the renovation to 
be completed in fall 2009.
Alumni, corporations 
and friends contributed
$14 million, led by a 
$5 million gift from
John, MEquote49, MS MEquote51, 
and Mary Toomey
and family.
See pages 16-17 for an








Honduras and Bolivia this
year to expand water 
systems and help rebuild
homes. More than
$200,000 was raised this




gift to the energy program
will further work in
enhanced oil recovery, 
synthetic fuels, renewable
























Campaign results by area








Sen. Barack Obama, Democratic presidential 
candidate, conducted a town hall meeting at
Missouri S&T on Wednesday, July 30. Obama
spoke to a crowd of more than 1,500 people in
the Student Recreation Center about energy,
the economy and foreign affairs, then opened
the floor to questions from the audience. As
with any outside organization, the Obama 
campaign paid for the use of the facility.
What do religion, witchcraft and New York City have in 
common? Plenty, if you ask Amanda Kamps, a junior in history 
at Missouri S&T.
Kamps was selected as a 2008 finalist in the Gilder Lehrman
History Scholars Program and was invited to the Gilder Lehrman
Institute of American History in New York for a week-long 
program of lectures, sight-seeing and field trips. 
As part of the application process, Kamps submitted a portion 
of a research paper she had written on 17th century views of the
devil and witchcraft. Using sermons from clergy and testimonies
from ordinary people during the Salem Witch Trials, Kamps 
compared the characterizations of the clergymen with those of 
the ordinary people in an attempt to see how their views differed.
Student bewitches 
history scholars
The old statue of St. Patrick
that used to be in the library is
gone. It has been shipped to 
New York, where it will be used
as a mold for the creation of a
new, bronzed statue. 
When the bronzed statue 
of St. Patrick is finished, it will
travel back to Rolla, where it will
be placed on a new foundation.
The plan is to put the new 
St. Patrick outside near The Puck. 
The old statue looked bronze,
but it was made out of plaster. In
August, it was sent to the Modern
Art Foundry in Astoria, N.Y. The
student-led St. Pat’s Committee 
is paying for the bronzing with a
$60,000 donation. (The St. Pat’s
Board of 1970-1971 paid for the
original statue.)
“Our next goal is to raise
another $150,000 this year for the
St. Pat’s Plaza near The Puck,”
says Lance Haynes, St. Pat’s
advisor and professor of speech
and media studies at Missouri S&T.
“We have to raise the money for
the landscaping, the base and
construction. It’s really going to 
be beautiful when it’s done.”
Friends and alumni have
formed a St. Pat’s Fund within 
the Miner Alumni Association.
Donations are tax-deductible.
Donors who give $5,000 or more
will be listed on a plaque on the
base of the statue. 
“This has been a dream of
many since the original statue was
given to campus by the St. Pat’s
Board in the fall of 1970,” says
board alum Eric Dunning,
EMgt’71, MS EMgt’72. Sculptor
Rudy Torrini created the 1970 
statue and is producing the bronze.
For more information, contact
Dunning or Dan Hinkle , EMgt’73,
at St.PatsFund@gmail.com .
Bronzing St. Pat
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Left: The statue of St. Patrick is removed from the library to be bronzed.
Right: Movers wrap the statue for transporting.
photos by B.A. Rupert
photo by B.A. Rupert
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 Long summer trips often take a toll on road warriors. This is especially true
when the road trip in question is a 2,400-mile journey through two countries over 
10 days — while going an average speed of about 45 mph.
Electrical problems, cloudy weather, a Nebraska house fire and slaughterhouse
stench in Sioux Falls were just a few of the things the Missouri S&T Solar Car Team
managed to overcome during the 2008 North American Solar Challenge, which
started July 13 in Plano, Texas, and finished July 22 in Calgary, Alberta. The team
ultimately made it to the finish line at the University of Calgary in seventh place.
Overnight on Day 3 in Nebraska City, Neb., a set of charging lithium ion batteries
caught fire in the home the team had camped in. Though the fire was quickly 
extinguished, six team members were taken to a local hospital as a precaution. 
All were released from the hospital in a matter of hours, and the exhausted travelers
decided to resume the race.
On Day 4, despite smelling of smoke and yearning for sleep, S&T made it all the
way to Sioux Falls, S.D. From there, they began the slow trip to the Canadian border
under cloudy skies. By the time they reached Winnipeg, Manitoba, the well-funded
University of Michigan team had opened up an insurmountable lead, and most of
the teams were just trying to make it to Calgary somehow. 
On the morning of July 22, Solar Miner VI rolled out of Medicine Hat, Alberta,
and raced to Calgary under sunny skies. Team leader Daniel Welty, a senior in 
computer engineering, felt like the last day of the race was S&T’s best. “We drove
almost the entire day without a stop,” he said. “That was a very nice feeling.”
Now that it was over, team members were already forgetting about some of the
hardships of the road and starting to think about the stories they’ll have to tell when
their college days are done and they’re embarking on successful careers. “It was a lot
of hard work and energy and effort,” says Cody Massar, a senior in engineering
management. “But it was a lot o f fun.”
The official results were as follows: 1. Michigan, 2. Principia, 3. FH Bochum
(from Germany), 4. Waterloo (from Canada), 5. Minnesota, 6. Calgary, 7. Missouri S&T,
8. Red River (from Canada), 9. Iowa State, 10. Kentucky, 11. Arizona, 12. Northwestern,
13. Queen’s (from Canada), 14. Oregon State, 15. Durham (from the UK).
Solar road warriors
A team of Missouri S&T graduate 
students – separated geographically but 
united via the Internet – matched wits and
skills with seven larger teams from the
United States and Canada to win the 2nd
International HEC Montreal ERP Simulation
Game in June.
All eight teams had one hour to set up a
virtual manufacturing company using SAP, the
leading enterprise resource planning (ERP)
software used by companies worldwide.
Within the hour, the teams completed initial
product design and development, costing,
pricing, procurement and production plans,
demand forecast, distribution channel 
selection, and marketing strategies.
For the next five hours, the students
evaluated market fluctuations, reacted to
breaking news, analyzed consumer behavior
and responded to competitors’ reactions 
as they managed various processes from 
purchasing raw materials to choosing the 
distribution channel.              
Missouri S&T was the smallest team –
and the only virtual one. “We were all 
physically in different states and countries,”
says faculty advisor Bih-Ru Lea. “I was in
Taiwan, our team captain was in Huntsville,
Ala., and the other members were in Rolla,
Mo.” The team overcame communication and
resource hurdles using audio conferencing
and text-to-speech features of Ventrilo voice
communication software.
Missouri S&T’s team was sponsored by
St. Louis-based Monsanto Co. and included
Evangeline Bays, a graduate student in 
business administration and team captain,
Mayur Raicar, a graduate student in 
information science and technology, 
Abishek Suvarna, a graduate student in
information science and technology, and





Missouri S&T’s solar car is greeted by many fans as it departs Plano, Texas, during the 
North American Solar Challenge.
photo by Missouri S&T/Bob Phelan
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• Joel A. Brand, ChE’86, MS Phys’88, 
MS Math’94, of Austin, Texas, general 
partner and owner of Brand-Gaus LLC
• Brian Donley, ChE’87, of St. Louis, manager 
of operational excellence at Coviden
Healthcare
• William R. Jones Jr., ChE’62, of Marana,
Ariz., and North Olmsted, Ohio, a space 
tribology consultant for ATK/Swales Aerospace
• Donald E. Puyear, ChE’54, MS ChE’58, 
of Goodyear, Ariz., president of Puyear 
Consulting LLC
• Keith G. Tomazi, ChE’81, MS ChE’91, 
PhD ChE’93, of Florissant, Mo., technical fellow
of Mallinckrodt Specialty Chemicals
• Robert M. “Bob” Wellek, ChE’57, 
MS ChE’63, of Rockville, Md., deputy director
of the National Science Foundation
Civil Engineering
• Greg Bolon, CE’85, of Kansas City, Mo.,
assistant division engineer at Kansas City
(Mo.) Public Works
• Franklin Cheng of Rolla, Mo., Curators’
Professor emeritus of civil engineering at
Missouri S&T
• Jeffrey Ger, MS CE’85, PhD CE’90, of
Tallahassee, Fla., senior bridge engineer for
the Federal Highway Administration’s Florida
Division
• Larry McCallister, CE’78, MS CE’79, of
Huntsville, Ala., commander of the U.S. Army
Engineer and Support Center
• Ron Petering, CE’83, of Overland Park, Kan.,
president of Shafer, Kline & Warren Inc.
• Lynne Puetz, CE’73, MS CE’82, of St. Louis,
deputy west director and director of St. Louis
operations for the National Geospatial
Intelligence Agency
• Steven R. Sieckhaus, CE’87, MS EMgt’90, 
of St. Louis, chief operating officer and partner
at Clayco Inc.
• Warren K. Wray of Rolla, Mo., provost and 
executive vice chancellor for academic affairs
at Missouri S&T
Computer Science
• John R. Hock, MS CSci’82, of St. Louis, 
a member of IBM’s systems and 
technology group
• Randy Kerns, CSci’74, of Boulder, Colo., 
chief technology officer for ProStor Systems
• Joan Woodard, Math’73, of Albuquerque,
N.M., executive vice president and deputy 
laboratories director for Sandia National
Laboratories
Iʼd like to thank the academy
This year, 32 Missouri S&T alumni and former faculty were inducted into one of Missouri S&T’s eight academies. Academy membership recognizes
a career of distinction and invites members to share their wisdom, influence and resources with Missouri S&T faculty and students. Academy members
make up fewer than 1 percent of the alumni base. Mechanical and aerospace engineering held its induction ceremony in October. Engineering 
management held ceremonies in October and April. The remaining academies held their induction ceremonies in April.
ʻSpeak out on technical issues,ʼ 
says commencement speaker
•  Samuel D. Conzone, MS CerE’96, PhD CerE’99
•  David A. Dillard, EMch’76, MS EMch’78
•  John W. Edwards, CE’72
•  Gary L. Foutch, ChE’76, MS ChE’77, PhD ChE’80
•  Thomas F. Hughes, EMgt’91
•  Alan S. Kornacki, GGph’74
•  Jeffrey L. Theerman, CE’80
•  Christopher A. Thomason, ME’85
•  Benjamin P. Winter, MetE’80
•  Michael E. Woessner, CE’76
In his spring commencement
address May 17 at Missouri S&T,
William Wulf, former president of the
National Academy of Engineering, told
almost 600 graduating seniors that they
have a responsibility to speak out on
technical issues, perhaps even run for
public office.
“Although the United States is 
the most technically sophisticated society that has ever existed, and 
consequently a large fraction of our public policy issues have a technical
dimension, the vast majority of the U.S. population doesn’t know enough




photo by B.A. Rupert
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Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Mark G. Fehlig, EE’73, of Atlanta, director
of technical and engineering services for
Georgia Public Broadcasting
• Michael A. Perry, EE’72, of Overland Park,
Kan., senior vice president and senior design
director for Black and Veatch Corp.
• David C. Raterman, EE’73, St. Louis director
of agricultural engineering for Monsanto Co.
• Kiritkumar S. Shah, EE’84, of St. Louis, 
manager of reliability standards and  
compliance for Ameren UE
• David A. Whiteley, MS EE’84, of Princeton,
N.J., executive vice president for North
American Electrical Reliability Corp.
Engineering Management
• John F. Bade, EMgt’87, of St. Louis, a 
member of the support systems division at
The Boeing Co.
• George R. Cuthbertson (posthumously), 
former associate professor and acting chair
of engineering management at Missouri S&T
• Kevin Fritzmeyer, EMgt’85, of Chesterfield,
Mo., vice president of Cameron Holdings
• Jesse “Tom” McMahan, EE’66, of
Alexandria, Va., co-president and founder 
of Modern Technology Solutions Inc.
Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering
• Raymond Bucy Jr., ME’58, of Vashon Island,
Wash., retired general manager of Military
Product Engineers of GE Aircraft Engines
• Russell Flye, ME’71, of Pasco, Wash., deputy
engineering manager for the K-Basin Closure
Project at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation
• Jada Reese, ME’84, of Florissant, Mo., 
director of human resources for Express
Scripts
• Jon Schneider, ME’87, of St. Louis, director
of technical and professional development for
The Boeing Co.
• Lisa Sombart, ME’84, of Webster Groves,
Mo., senior vice president and a director
of William Tao & Associates Inc.
• Gregory Williams, ME’76, of Grapevine,
Texas, executive vice president of corporate
development and marketing for Wayport Inc.
Douglas MacArthur was involved in some of the most 
important military and foreign policy issues of the last century, but 
a Missouri S&T historian says he may be better remembered for 
his theatrics than his military prowess. In a new book by 
Russell D. Buhite, the controversial general is re-examined.
The book, titled Douglas MacArthur: Statecraft and Stagecraft in
America’s East Asian Policy, follows the general’s military career from
successes like overseeing the U.S. occupation of Japan after World
War II and planning the United Nations invasion at Inchon during
the Korean War, to his ego-driven downfall.
“It’s not enough to emphasize his ego, as many have done –
there was a real pathology there. I believe psychologists would term
it ‘malignant narcissism,’” says Buhite, a professor and acting chair of
history and political science.
Buhite’s book also discusses the volatile relationship MacArthur
had with presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman.
“Both presidents found MacArthur troublesome not only because 
of his political connections to powerful
Republicans in the United States, but 
also because of his inclination to flout
presidential authority.” Truman 
eventually removed the general from
command for his insubordination.
Buhite says he wanted to write 
a concise and accessible study of
MacArthur. He portrays MacArthur 
as a complex personality whose
notoriety was primarily driven 
by his self-promotion and 
grandstanding, rather than actual
feats. Buhite says that although the general
was an accomplished military figure, particularly in his
dealings with Japan and Korea, most of the attention he received
was undeserved and overblown.
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Nancy J. Stone, former
professor of psychology 
at Creighton University in
Omaha, Neb., took over as
chair of psychology at 
Missouri S&T on July 1.
Stone focuses her research on group
dynamics, specifically team work behaviors;
environmental design, studying how things like
color or windows can impact performance,
motivation, mood or satisfaction; student 
learning and training; and the interview process,




Joel Burken, associate professor of civil
and environmental engineering, became interim
director of the university’s Environmental
Research Center for Emerging Contaminants 
in July. He takes over for Craig Adams, 
the former John and Susan Mathes Chair 
of Environmental Engineering, who left
Missouri S&T to chair the civil, environmental
and architectural engineering department 
at the University of Kansas.
Burken is also leading a search committee
to fill the Mathes Chair.
Bayless honored 
by Chi Epsilon
Jerry Bayless, CE’59, MS CE’62,
associate professor of civil engineering, is the
first recipient of the National Arthur N.L. Chiu
Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award from Chi
Epsilon, the national civil engineering honor
society.
The award is presented to faculty who
have shown a dedication to advising and 
supporting chapter activities and encouraging
chapter members. Bayless has served as 
faculty advisor to the Missouri S&T chapter 
for 40 years and was nominated for the award 
by chapter officers and members.
‘Alamo in the Ardennes’
nabs book award
John C. McManus, 
associate professor of history,
received the 2008 Missouri
Conference on History Book
Award for his book Alamo in
the Ardennes: The Untold Story
of the American Soldiers Who Made the
Defense of Bastogne Possible. 
The award is given to the best book 
on any historical topic written by a Missouri 
resident published in 2007.
Briefly
Learning in the fast lane
One of the most successful student design teams at
Missouri S&T in 2008 was the Formula Car Team. This team,
which designs and manufactures a miniature Indy-style racing
car each year, finished second out of 40 teams at Virginia
International Speedway (April 23-26), eighth out of more
than 100 teams at Michigan International Speedway 
(May 15-17), and second out of 80 teams at Auto Club
Speedway in Fontana, Calif. ( June 25-28).
The formula car competitions are sponsored by the
Society of Automotive Engineers. Missouri S&T’s 2008 car
weighs 450 pounds and has a top speed of about 85 mph.
Some 40 S&T students were involved in every stage of 
creating the racing machine, from computer modeling to
welding the car’s steel frame. Many of those students traveled
to the Formula SAE competitions as drivers and crew members.
Other design team news:
Missouri S&T’s Steel Bridge Team also enjoyed 
success in the past year. The team, which designs and 
assembles a scale-model bridge, placed third in a regional
competition last spring in Fayetteville, Ark. That was good
enough for a spot in the national competition in Florida,
where the team placed 34th in the country.
The Human-Powered Vehicle Team continued a 
tradition of outstanding performances by finishing second
overall in both the East Coast and West Coast competitions
in 2008. 
Other student design teams that represented S&T well
in 2008 include the Advanced Aero Vehicle Team, Baja
Team, Concrete Canoe Team and Robotics Team. The
Solar House Team is currently designing a new house that
will be built in 2009. For more information on all of S&T’s
design teams, visit experiencethis.mst.edu.
Missouri S&T’s Formula SAE car
photo by Missouri S&T/Bob Phelan
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A student team from Missouri S&T
has three years to design the best 
eco-friendly car in North America. 
Seventeen teams from the United
States and Canada have been selected to
participate in the EcoCAR competition,
which is supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, General Motors
and Natural Resources Canada.
The challenge will test students’
abilities to re-engineer a Saturn VUE 
to achieve improved fuel economy and
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, while
retaining the vehicle’s performance and consumer appeal. Each team will be tasked
with finding a different solution to the larger problem. In addition, the teams will 
incorporate lightweight materials into the vehicles, improve aerodynamics and utilize
alternative fuels such as ethanol, biodiesel and hydrogen.
The Missouri S&T students were awaiting word about what kind of re-engineering
they would be undertaking as this magazine was being printed. The team is hoping 
to work with hydrogen or plug-in technologies. 
“With our emphasis on alternative energy research, the EcoCAR challenge is a 
natural fit for Missouri S&T,” says Chancellor John F. Carney III. “The knowledge and
experience gained from this project and other design competitions better prepare our
students to address our world’s environmental and energy issues.”
During the three-year program, General Motors will provide production vehicles,
vehicle components, seed money, technical mentoring and operational support. The
U.S. Department of Energy and its research
and development facility, Argonne National
Laboratory, will provide competition 
management, team evaluation, and 
technical and logistical support. By 
sponsoring such advanced vehicle 
engineering competitions, GM and the U.S.
Department of Energy are developing the
next generation of scientists and engineers.
“We’re excited to see what these student
engineers will develop over the next three
years,” says Beth Lowery, GM’s vice president
of environment, energy and safety policy.
“The objectives of EcoCAR are right in line with our strategy.”
In the first year, teams will develop their vehicle designs through the use of GM’s
Global Vehicle Development Process – the modeling and simulation process currently
used to develop all of GM’s vehicles. During the second and third years of the 
competition, students will build the vehicle and continue to refine, test, and improve
its operation. At the end of years two and three, the re-engineered vehicle prototypes
will compete in a week-long competition of engineering tests. These tests will be 
similar to the tests GM conducts to determine a prototype’s readiness for production.
An analysis of greenhouse gas emissions will then be conducted. 
A five-student team from Missouri S&T
took second place in the national finals of
the Metcalf and Eddy Academic Design
Contest held in New York in May. This is the
first time Missouri S&T has participated in
the competition.
For the competition, the Missouri S&T
team developed plans to upgrade an existing
wastewater treatment facility in order to
extend the life of the plant and meet newly
implemented effluent standards.
The biggest challenges the team faced
were the limitation on the land area available
for the plant upgrade and the stringent 
effluent standards. The team had an 
advantage in its design, however, using 
technology developed by Jianmin Wang,
assistant professor of civil, architectural and
environmental engineering and advisor to the
design team. His technology allowed the
team to maximize use of the existing tank
space by enhancing the biomass retention
with very minimal tank modifications.
“The chance to experience a 
competitive, comprehensive design and 
bid process has been very educational,” 
says team leader Gavin Risley, a senior 
in environmental engineering. “We have
enjoyed being able to work as a hard-working
and knowledgeable team.”
“Our students in both teams have 
performed extremely well, and I am very
pleased with the outcome,” adds Wang.
Members of the Missouri S&T team
include Elizabeth Babb, a senior in 
environmental engineering; Hannah Bruce, 
a senior in environmental engineering;
Richard Childers, MS CE’08; and 
Eleanor Gillis, MS EnvE’08.
A total of 16 teams from 10 different
universities participated in the competition,
including two from Missouri S&T. 
An eco-challenge for engineers S&T students
take second in
Metcalf and Eddy
photo by B.A. Rupert
“With our emphasis 
on alternative energy
research, the EcoCAR
challenge is a natural fit
for Missouri S&T.”
-Chancellor John F. Carney III
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ch Pairing quantum dots with a protein transporter, threestudents from Missouri S&T spent their summer in Taiwan
trying to develop a more effective and efficient drug delivery
method.
It sounds like something that might have happened
aboard the Starship Enterprise. Instead it happened as part 
of an academic exchange program between Missouri S&T
and Taiwan’s National Dong Hwa University.
Quantum dots, often used in bioimaging because of their
ability to emit fluorescence, are so small that 500,000 of them
could fit on the head of a pin. Protein transduction domains
(PTD) are very small proteins with nine identical amino
acids. Their simple makeup allows them to easily enter cells,
which are typically very selective. By acting as a transporter,
these proteins can carry several biomolecules into cells.
Using the fluorescent properties of quantum dots and 
the transporter abilities of the PTDs, researchers could send
biomaterials, such as drugs, into the body and see which
organs they reach. In Taiwan, the Missouri S&T students
learned to combine the two systems.     
Participating in the Taiwan research exchange 
program were biological sciences seniors Jamie Statler
and Isaac Deatherage, and Angela Rudolph, Chem’08. 
Yue-wern Huang, associate professor of biological sciences,
Katie Shannon, assistant professor of biological sciences,
and Jeff Winiarz, assistant professor of chemistry, directed
the group. The group plans to seek funding from the National
Institutes of Health.
A big look into the ultra small
What we donʼt know about liquefaction could hurt us
In one corner of a huge civil 
engineering laboratory on campus,
Ronaldo Luna watches a machine shake
silt from the Mississippi River until it 
liquefies.
“This is what would happen during 
a major earthquake along the Mississippi
River,” says Luna, an associate professor 
of civil, architectural and environmental 
engineering at Missouri S&T.
Researchers don’t fully understand the 
liquefaction process for silts (they have a
better understanding of how it works with
sands), but Luna is confident, based on his
tests, that a 6.5 magnitude earthquake or
bigger would cause solid surfaces along the
banks of the Mississippi River to turn,
momentarily, into liquid.
This would be very bad. For instance, 
liquefaction of river silts would cause
bridges to fail in St. Louis during a big
earthquake. 
Last spring, Luna presented a paper,
“Liquefaction Behavior of Mississippi River
Silts,” at the Geotechnical Earthquake
Engineering and Soil Dynamics Conference 
in Sacramento, Calif. The conference is only
held once every 10 years.        
“We are providing data points to what
is already known about liquefaction in
other areas,” Luna says.         
Scientists have studied what happens
during and immediately after a major 
earthquake in well-shook places like
California. But the last really big quakes 
in the Midwest occurred in 1812.        
Differences in geography cause major
quakes in the Midwest to be felt over 
a greater area than similar-sized quakes 
in California.         
According to Luna, river silts in the 
New Madrid region are similar to those 
in earthquake-prone areas of China and
India.         
Last May, a devastating 7.9 earthquake
caused extensive damage throughout the
Sichuan province in the interior of China.
The Martin Luther King Memorial Bridge crosses the Mississippi River in St. Louis.  
photo by Jan Kronsell
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Getting more out of Missouriʼs waterways
With 12 inland ports and increasing
biofuel production, Missouri can
increase its use and capacity of freight
traffic on the state’s waterways.
That’s the finding of software
developed for the Missouri Department 
of Transportation by Scott Grasman, 
associate professor of engineering 
management and systems engineering.
Scores for proposed improvement projects are based on a variety 
of factors, including the impact on the economy and existing 
operations, urgency of need and available funding. The program
will allow MoDOT to assess future projects involving the state’s
waterways as well as other modes of transportation, such as 
trucking and railways.
“MoDOT has a limited amount of resources, so they have 
to determine which projects will have the greatest impact,”
Grasman says. “We’ve looked at what Missouri has to offer in 
terms of waterways and freight.”
Grasman is being assisted on the project by Ganesh K.
Venayagamoorthy, associate professor of electrical and computer
engineering, and graduate student Pranav Akolkar.
Greening in a bottle
Every year, more than 30 billion water 
bottles are added to America’s landfills, 
creating a mountainous environmental problem.
But if Missouri S&T research is successful, the
plastic bottles of the future could literally 
disappear within four months of being 
discarded.
A research team led by K.B. Lee, 
professor of chemical engineering, is 
constructing new breeds of biodegradable 
and bioavailable plastics in an effort to reduce
the tons of plastic waste that ends up in the
nation’s landfills each year. Bioavailable 
plastics contain substances that can be
absorbed by living systems during their normal
physiological functions.
By combining and modifying a variety 
of bio-based, oil-based and natural polymers,
the team seeks to create optimal blends that
can be used to make agricultural films, bottles, 
biomedical and drug delivery devices, and
more.
The team is working to improve the 
properties of the biodegradable plastics for
real-life products. Although companies already
sell biodegradable polymers, the products are
often expensive, of poor quality or developed
for specific applications. That’s why the team 
is investigating how bio-based fillers, such as
starch and fibers, can be included to reduce 
the cost in a variety of commercial applications.
Some of the group’s new polymers 
incorporate renewable resources, such as 
polylactic acid, which is created by fermenting
starch. Team members are very interested 
in renewable resources because their research
and development efforts are also focused on
developing efficient and cost-effective
biodiesel and corn ethanol processes.
As polylactic acid degrades, the material
reacts with water to decompose into small 
molecules, which are then mineralized into
water and carbon dioxide.
“In general, the main end products of 
polymer degradation are water and carbon
dioxide,” explains Mahin Shahlari, a chemical
engineering Ph.D. student at Missouri S&T.
“Polylactic acid has the potential of replacing
the regular water bottles, and we anticipate
that our research could be incorporated into
that field too.
“We are not just molding and extruding
commercially available biodegradable resins.
We also are incorporating nanotechnology,
supercritical fluid technology and graft 
copolymer compatibilization, most of which 
are developed and patented by our group.”
photo by B.A. Rupert
Biodegradable plastics designed by K.B. Lee could eliminate plastic bags from the earth’s landfills.
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ch A new treatment in development at Missouri S&T couldimprove the quality of life for more than 36 million people
currently infected with HIV. One-third of adults with HIV and
half of children with HIV develop HIV-1 associated dementia,
which causes behavioral and cognitive dysfunctions. 
“People infected with HIV are living longer lives, but they
are suffering from this dementia at a very early age,” says
Nuran Ercal, professor of chemistry at Missouri S&T and an
adjunct professor of internal medicine at St. Louis University.
“Children are getting this dementia – nobody expected that.”
A $225,750 National Institutes of Health grant is helping
fund research by Ercal to continue researching the effects of
antioxidant N-acetyl cysteine amide (NACA) as a treatment
for HIV-1 associated dementia.
Ercal and a group of student researchers found that two
toxic HIV proteins, glycoprotein (gp120) and transregulatory
protein (Tat), cause the production of free radicals in the
blood brain barrier, which controls the entry of substances
from the blood into the brain.
“When that happens, many other toxins will get into the
brain, causing HIV-1 associated dementia,” Ercal says.
Collaborating with William Banks, professor of geriatric
medicine at St. Louis University, Ercal’s group incubated
blood brain barrier cell cultures with the toxic proteins.
When NACA also was used in the cultures, cell viability
increased. 
HIV-1 associated dementia occurs at a higher rate in
HIV patients who also use drugs like methamphetamine,
morphine and alcohol. Because of this, Ercal’s group also
incubated blood brain barrier cell cultures with a mix 
of toxic HIV proteins and methamphetamines.
“We chose methamphetamine because it is widely used
in Missouri and also causes free radical formation,” Ercal says. 
Cells incubated with both the HIV proteins and
methamphetamine showed a higher rate of free radical 
formation than cells incubated with the proteins alone.
However, NACA still was able to reduce the oxidative stress
on the blood brain barrier, even when methamphetamine
was present.
Ercal and her team now are using transgenic mice that
have been genetically modified to contain gp120, allowing
researchers to further study the effects of this protein. The
study will be done on the Missouri S&T campus using 
synthetic methamphetamine obtained from a chemical 
company.
It will likely be another five to 10 years before NACA has
undergone enough testing to be commercially available for
this purpose. However, if further research proves the success
of the drug at treating HIV-1 associated dementia, it could
improve the quality of life of those infected with HIV.     
Antioxidants could reduce HIV-related dementia
Missouri S&T has a new research toy –
a focused ion beam (FIB) scanning electron 
microscope that is capable of shrinking images 
of objects a million times and then etching them
on the head of a pin.     
The piece of equipment, which cost 
more than $1 million, was purchased through
Missouri S&T’s Center for Aerospace
Manufacturing Technologies with funds made
available by the National Science Foundation 
and the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory.
Missouri S&T is the first university in the state 
to have its own FIB microscope.    
Missouri S&T researchers plan to use the FIB
machine to see nano-scale changes in metals that
have been stressed and to make tiny images of
ancient bacteria that are trapped in salt crystals.
“One of the biggest advantages is that we’re
used to looking at only the outer surfaces of
materials,” says F. Scott Miller, PhD MetE’99,
associate professor of materials science and 
engineering. “We now have the ability to look
deeper and deeper into a sample. It’s like peeling
the layers of an onion.”
Miller recently illustrated the FIB machine’s
capabilities by reproducing Missouri S&T’s new
logo near the eye of a sewing needle. Miller was
able to etch a microscopic replica of the logo into
the needle’s surface. A video allowing you to
zoom in on the microscopic logo is available
online at visions.mst.edu/2007/12/nanojoe.html .
A new way to magnify the view
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Although former Vice President Al Gore
got most of the credit in the media for the 2007
Nobel Peace Prize, the award was shared by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). A team of Missouri S&T researchers
were integral to the IPCC’s work and in April
2008 the group received official recognition of
their “substantial contributions” to the award
by the IPCC.
The award was presented for “efforts to
build up and disseminate greater knowledge
about man-made climate change, and to lay the
foundations for the measures that are needed
to counteract such change.” The IPCC was 
recognized for its research connecting human
activities and global warming. Missouri S&T
researchers from the Center of Excellence for
Aerospace Particulate Research contributed
their work with studies and analysis related to
aircraft emissions in the atmosphere.
The Missouri S&T team is led by 
Donald Hagen, professor of physics, and 
Phil Whitefield, professor and chair of 
chemistry. Their research into the role of 
aircraft emissions on climate change was 
featured in chapter seven of the IPCC report
“Aviation and the Global Atmosphere,” one 
of the scientific reports from the IPCC that 
contributed to the Nobel Prize. Hagen and
Whitefield were two of the chapter’s lead
authors. The report summarized the knowledge
of the role of aircraft emissions on climate
change and made predictions based on that
information.
In the mid-1990s, Hagen and Whitefield
were invited to join the IPCC and contribute
their research to the panel. For more than a
decade, the pair has been studying particulate
emissions produced by aerospace activities,
such as aircraft operations and rocket launches.
Their world-class research program has led to
the development of an internationally accepted
approach to characterize the nature of 
particulate matter, or soot, in jet engine and
rocket exhaust. Their research is sponsored by
government agencies, engine manufacturers
and major airlines and has generated an 
average of $2 million in research income for
the university annually.
Soot is the most complex of the emittants
of a jet engine and the least understood, Hagen
says, despite all the research that has been
done in recent years. “Much is still unknown
about its environmental and health impacts,”
Whitefield adds, “but our research is serving 
to improve this situation.”
In relation to climate change, they’re
examining what airplanes are doing that
affects the natural balance the earth uses 
to deal with the sun’s radiation, Whitefield
explains. “That is the energy driving the whole
global climate change issue. We’re dumping all
these greenhouse gases and particle surfaces
into the atmosphere and they’re upsetting that
natural balance.”
“And that’s becoming increasingly 
interesting to the population as a whole,”
Hagen adds.
Hagen and Whitefield credit their 
colleagues at Missouri S&T for much of their
recognition.
“One reason we were able to do so 
much work in this area is because we are at 
a university that is a mix of science and 
engineering,” Hagen says.
“We were able to represent the university
on the IPCC, but we drew on phenomenal 
support from our colleagues who work with 
us in this interdisciplinary center. Missouri S&T 
is a unique entity to foster that kind of work.”
In addition to Hagen and Whitefield,
Darryl Alofs, professor of mechanical and 
aerospace engineering, Nuran Ercal, professor
of biochemistry, and Gary Gadbury, assistant
professor of mathematics and statistics, also
work on the project, as well as graduate and
undergraduate student researchers.
“One invaluable facet of the research 
program is its fascination to a broad range 
of both undergraduate and graduate students,”
Whitefield says. Each year the program 
supports as many as 20 students from diverse
disciplines like chemistry, biochemistry,
physics, mathematics and statistics, as well 
as mechanical, aerospace, electrical, chemical
and environmental engineering.
These students work on instrument design
and development, and gathering, analyzing and
interpreting data.
“Their work provides unequaled 
experience to be applied in their future
careers,” Whitefield says.
Above: Missouri S&T COE grad students Shane
Standley, ME‘02 (left), and Steven Achterberg,
EE‘00 (right), align an engine for emissions
testing. Right: Phil Whitefield (left) and Donald
Hagen (right).  
Emissions research takes off, contributes to Nobel Peace Prize
photo by B.A. Rupert
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represents and serves more than
50,000 graduates and former students. 
Today’s association carries on the
proud tradition of support to 
Missouri S&T, providing aid to 
campus students, faculty and staff.
Scholarship recipients
John Eash ’79 was the keynote speaker for Missouri S&T’s annual scholarship banquet on April 18,
telling students about the importance of being involved in the alumni association and on campus.
A vice president of the alumni association’s board of directors, Eash chairs the reunions committee
and serves on the nominations and finance committees and the Alumni Alliance. The Miner
Alumni Association provided scholarships and other financial support to more than 400 students
in 2007-08, many of whom are pictured above. The association honored the students during the 
banquet and many sat with the alumni who make their scholarships possible.
Edwardsville High School scholarship recipients
The 2008 Edwardsville (Ill.) High School scholarship recipients from the Dirty Dozen EHS Class of
1953 and the Charles Alvin Wentz Jr. family scholarship funds were honored with a barbecue at
the home of Al ’57 and Joan Wentz in Edwardsville, Ill. There were three 2008 recipients of the
Dirty Dozen scholarships for a total of $3,000. There were 28 recipients of the 2008 Charles Alvin
Wentz Jr. family scholarships for a total of $28,000. All of these memorial scholarships have been
funded from donations to trust accounts with the Greater Edwardsville Area Community
Foundation. Through the years, several students have attended Missouri S&T.
photo by Bob Phelan/Photomasters
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Golden Alumni Reunion
The Miner Alumni Association hosted 56 members of the Class of 1958 during
this year’s Golden Alumni Reunion May 19-21.
In addition to getting reacquainted with each other, members and guests toured
the campus and their departments, then listened to Chancellor John F. Carney III give
a presentation on today’s campus. The Miner Alumni Association hosted the alumni
and guests and presented programs on the association’s history, world events 50 years
ago, and the university in 1958.  
Delbert Day ’58 entertained the class during Tuesday night’s banquet, which also
featured a performance by “Elvis.” In a grand recognition ceremony, Carney and Miner
Alumni Association President Darlene Ramsay ‘84 presented class members with their
50-year pins and certificates on the final day of the reunion.  
photos by Bob Phelan/Photomasters
Above: The Class of 1958
gathers for a group 
picture in the Havener
Center atrium.
Left: Donald Modesitt,
CE, Dale Harris, ChemE,
and Charles Sullivan, CE,
pose for a picture. The
men have known each
other since their “early
years,” attending Stowell
grade school, Hannibal
High School and 
Missouri S&T together.
Melvin Sherwood spends a few minutes looking at 
yearbooks at the alumni association’s “Memories” display.
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s Starlighters play jazz during St. Pat’s 2008
Zeno’s in Rolla was swinging 
during St. Pat’s weekend to the tunes
of the Starlighters jazz band. Originally
formed in 1952, the Starlighters 
reunited in 2000 and have held annual
reunions at Zeno’s ever since. For the
Starlighters, St. Pat’s 2008 was, indeed,
the Best Ever. 
Original members were Miners 
Al Bogush ’55, Richard Cruse ’54, Jim
Toutz ’54 and Bob Walsh ’55. 
Current band members are
Bogush (clarinet and sax), Toutz
(piano), Walsh (drums), Larry Cantrell
(guitar), Ray Ham (bass) and Dan Bellows (trumpet). Bellows is the youngest at 40-something and
the rest range from 73 to 76. Who says engineers don’t have soul?
'49er-era Sigma Nu Miners gather in Portland
Sigma Nu members from
the late 1940s and early 1950s
met in early May in Portland,
Ore. Twenty-two members,
spouses and friends from
Texas, Arizona, Missouri,
California and Washington
gathered to celebrate and 
reminisce. The trip began with
a bus tour of the Colombia
River Gorge with stops at
Multnomah Falls, Bonneville
Dam and Timberline Lodge
on the slopes of Mount Hood, where skiers and snowboarders were still active. The group also 
visited the Evergreen Aviation Museum in McMinnville (where the Spruce Goose is housed), Canon
Beach on the Pacific coast, Mount St. Helens Visitor Center, the Japanese Gardens, Pittcock
Mansion, the Chinese Gardens, and wineries. The final night featured a farewell party aboard the
Portland Spirit on the Willamette River. Thank you to Dick ‘51, ‘55 and Jan Bullock for being such
gracious hosts. 
Those attending included, seated: Charlotte Quinn, Lorraine Spackler, Janet Reiss, Jan Bullock 
and Carl Zerweck ’50. Standing: Bill Hallett ’55, John Brillos ’51, Sondra Tappmeyer, Jacque Brillos, 
Ron Tappmeyer ’47, Don Johnson ’50, Joe Reiss ’49, Maggie Bauer, Dick Moeller ’50, Dick Bullock ’51,
Joan Vienhage, Bob Vienhage ’53, Anita Tarantola, Bruce Tarantola ’51, Denise Guth, Jack Guth ’50, 
and Joe Quinn ‘49.
photo submitted by Jim Toutz
The band swings into “When the Saints Go Marching In”
at Zeno’s lounge on Friday, March 14.
Grad Finale a success
More than 180 seniors celebrated
their graduation at Grad Finale events
held May 1 and May 5.
They enjoyed pizza, sandwiches,
beverages and door prizes. Susan
Watson-Hajjar ’83 generously donated
iPods for the grand door prizes. Winners
were Dan Dickhans, Eric Naught, Taylor
Bass and Ben Irwin.
During the pizza party, graduates 
were welcomed into the alumni 
association family and given a 
membership kit. Approximately 
13 percent of the class made pledges 
to the association during the events.
photo submitted by Joe Reiss 
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Friday, Oct. 17
8 a.m.-8 p.m.  HOMECOMING REGISTRATION.
Alumni Lounge, 107 Castleman Hall. 
All alumni who return to Rolla should register 
in the Alumni Lounge. 
Please note NEW REGISTRATION LOCATION.
1-3 p.m. Coffee and Conversation.
Havener Center.
Alumni and friends are invited to join the Missouri S&T 
Magazine staff for an informal discussion. 
2:30 p.m.  Dedication of Toomey Hall.
A reception and tours of the new facility will immediately 
follow the ceremony. Student design competition teams 
will be on hand to share their successes.
4-8 p.m.  Silver and Gold Alumni Block Party.
Alumni Lounge/Patio, 107 Castleman Hall.
Please note NEW LOCATION.
Open for all alumni, friends and family, this barbecue 
buffet features pulled pork sandwiches, potato salad, cole 
slaw, fresh vegetables, dessert and $1 beer. A backdrop of
music creates an atmosphere for everyone to reminisce 
and enjoy shared memories. Members of the student 
design competition teams will be on hand to showcase 
the solar car, formula car, heavy lift aircraft, human-
powered vehicle, baja vehicle, concrete canoe, robotics 
and steel bridge. Meet your department chairs, faculty and
student design teams. 
Tickets are $10 each for most adults*
Tickets are $5 each for children ages 6-12 
Tickets are free for children under age 6
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 or before) may 
purchase tickets for half price. (Limit 2 per Golden Alumni 
at this reduced price.)
Saturday, Oct. 18
9-10:30 a.m.   HOMECOMING REGISTRATION.
Alumni Lounge, 107 Castleman Hall. 
* Please note NEW REGISTRATION LOCATION.
10:45 a.m.  HOMECOMING REGISTRATION.
Alumni tent outside Allgood-Bailey Stadium.
11 a.m.  Kick-Off Tailgate Party.
Allgood-Bailey Stadium. 
Open to all alumni, family and friends. Look for the alumni 
tent outside the stadium and enjoy hot dogs and $1 beer. 
Come and enjoy a visit from Joe Miner and the 
Missouri S&T cheerleaders, as well as the camaraderie 
of colleagues and friends. Let’s get that Miner spirit going 
before cheering the team to a victory.
Tickets are $10 each for most adults*
Tickets are $5 each for children ages 6-12 
Tickets are free for children under age 6
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 or before) may 
purchase tickets for half price. (Limit 2 per Golden Alumni 
at this reduced price.)
1 p.m.  ANNUAL HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME.
Miners vs. Kentucky Wesleyan, Allgood-Bailey Stadium.
Tickets are $8 each for adults
Tickets are $5 each for students and those over 65 
Tickets are free for children under 6 
5:45-9 p.m.  MINER ALUMNI AWARDS BANQUET.
Miner Lounge, Havener Center. 
Cash bar reception begins at 5:45 p.m. Dinner begins at 
6:30 p.m. in St. Pat’s Ballroom A & B, Havener Center. 
Some of our most impressive alumni ever to graduate from
Missouri S&T will receive the prestigious Miner Alumni 
Association annual awards. The association’s annual 
meeting will be held during this event. Meals will include 
potatoes, vegetable, salad, rolls, dessert, coffee, iced tea 
and water.
Tickets are $26 for stuffed chicken breast*
Tickets are $35 for beef tenderloin*
*Golden Alumni (who graduated in 1958 or before) and 
children ages 6-12 may purchase tickets for half price. 
(Limit 2 per Golden Alumni at this reduced price.)
Sunday, Oct. 19
1 p.m.  Missouri S&T Advisory Committee for African-
American Recruitment and Retention meeting.
Havener Center.
For a complete Homecoming schedule, visit alumni.mst.edu/events/homecoming/
To register for Homecoming, visit www.mst.edu/alumni/  
Homecoming Weekend 2008
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representing alumni of southwest Florida, 
from Sarasota to Naples
Chicago
May 8 - Bolingbrook, Ill.
Dinner with John F. Carney III, 
Missouri S&T chancellor 
Branmor’s American Grill
Attendees included Kelley Arrington ’07; Ryan
Brunkhorst; Doug Dallmer ’60; Jim ’71, ’79 and
Maureen Faletti; Al Green ’78; Jean Holley ’81;
Mike ’77 and Sandy ’77 Marx; Tommy ’02, ’04
and Janice Mills; Joe Monie ’74; Robert 
Morrison ’71; Stephen Schade ’74, ’75; Tori
Seely; Brad Shortt ’94; David ’69 and Carol
Spencer; Elisabeth Wells ’06; and Keller
Williams. Missouri S&T representatives: 
Tony Arnold ’99, John F. Carney III, Courtney
Wallace and Marianne Ward.
Houston
May 2 - Houston
Dinner with Robert W. Schwartz, 
vice provost for academic affairs
Maggiano’s Little Italy
Attendees included Art Brooks; Chris
Buterbaugh ’07; John ’74 and Sharon Campbell;
Warren Carroll ’59; Rich ’71 and Cathy Eimer;
Lindell Hurst ’74, ’77, ’84, ’87; Curt ’73, ’80,
Marybeth, Catherine and Joseph Killinger;
Glenn Kocurek; Mark Mateer ’76, ’77, ’81; 
Jim ’67 and Carolyn Medlin; Dennis ’68 and
Sue Parker; Russ Pfeifle ’74; Andy Shelley ’07;
Marcelo ’85 and Vanessa Soto; Connee Stine
’92; Nicole Talbot ’77; Fred ’74 and Rosa
Thompson; Herman ’60 and Carol Vacca; and
James Vasher ’88. Missouri S&T representatives:
Mary Bird, Judy Cavender, Elaine Russell and
Robert Schwartz.
June 6 - Clear Lake, Texas
Dinner with Miners in Space Team
Lupe Tortilla Mexican Restaurant 
Attendees included Caleb Baumgart; Lori Stapp
Crocker ’88; Ron Epps ’67; Mike ’81 and Rosie
Flannigan; John Furby ’65; John Furby; 
Ben Gaither ’08; Adam Hoefer; Sandy 
Magnus ’86, ’90; Shawn Miller ’06; David
Norton; Ryan Pahl ’08; Joe Quinlisk ’08; Michelle
Rader; Tonya Sanders ’08; Joe Siebert ’06; 
Chad Stovall; and Pat Zerkel ’08. 
Missouri S&T representatives: George Green
and Elaine Russell.
Lincolnland
April 29 - Springfield, Ill.
Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner 
Piper Glen Golf Course
Winning team: Larry Eastep ’69, Harry
Chappel ’75, Steve Gobelman ’83, Alan Eads
Shortest Drive winner: Richard Klusmeyer ’70
Longest Drive winner: Jerry Parsons ’70
Longest Putt winner: Dick Eilts
Closest-to-Pin winner: Rich Mochel ’64
Attendees included Mel Allison ’70; Rich
Berning ’69; Brian Bradley ’86; Bruce Bonczyk
’74; Harry Chappel ’75; Dave ’69, ’70 and Mary
Daniels; Dick Daniels; Larry Eastep ’69, ’76;
Mark Edwards; Dick Eilts; Tom Feger ’69; Lynn
Frasco ’68; Steve Gobelman ’83; Bob Handshy;




The Motor City Section hosted a dinner for the Missouri S&T Formula SAE Team in Jackson, Mich.
We want your 
section news
Submit your section 
news by Dec. 12 to 
alumni@mst.edu 
for inclusion in the 
Spring 2009 issue.
Alumni, family and friends
gather in 51 sections around
the world. Here is a glimpse 
of their activities. 
For more information, 
visit alumni.mst.edu/
groups/sections_list.html.
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Kalbfleisch ’65; Dan Kerns ’74, ’79; Richard
Klusmeyer ’70; Mark Martin ’68; Jim May ’66;
Ed Midden ’69; Rich Mochel ’64; Jerry Parsons
’70; Jim Rechner ’70; and Bill Schuck ’70.
Missouri S&T representatives: Kirby Cannon,
Alan Eads and Mark Mullin.
Motor City
May 14 - Jackson, Mich.
Dinner with Missouri S&T 
Formula SAE Team
Knight’s Steakhouse & Grill 
Attendees included Omar Al-Amody; 
Anthony Audo; Ron ’79 and Kelly Baker; Bob
Benezette ’71, ’72, ’73; Cory James Blue ’07;
Richard Colfax; David Conradi; Adam D’Hooge;
Justin Dew; Brandon Doherty; Andrew Ecke;
Tamas Erdos; Raymond Fix ’68; Tom ’71 and
Phyllis Greene; Adam Hardin; Stacy Herdamn;
Jake Hertenstein; Douglas Hughes ’63; John
Kiblinger; Doug Kinnett ’77; Zach Lagrone;
Brad Leuther; Jennifer Mack; Brian Merkel;
Justin McMurray; Dale Morse ’79; Josh Noll;
Clark Potzman ’70; Derrick (D.J.) Quint; Charlie
Rusher; Neil Schreiber; Jeff ’00, Becca and Tyler
Seaman; K. Don Statler ’56; David ’03 and 
Janet ’06 Swartz; Bonnie Wiebe; and Aaron
Young. Missouri S&T representatives: Greg
Harris, Ashok Midha, Hank Pernicka, Elaine
Russell and Henry Wiebe.
Portland
June 5 - Astoria to Portland, Ore.
U.S. Navy Upriver Cruise on board the
U.S.S. Lake Champlain (CG-57) 
Attendees included Joseph ’55 and Jean Green;
David ’79 and Guispe Heineck; Matthew 
Houser ’97; Bruce ’50 and Geri Miller; and 
Art ’70 and Denise Schweizer.
Rocky Mountain 
April 26 - Denver
Lunch with John F. Carney III, 
Missouri S&T chancellor
Great Northern Tavern
Attendees included David Bondurant ’71; Dave
Bufalo ’66; Montie Carr ’77; Terry ’71 and Karen
Donze; Leon Gibson ’05; Jack Lutz ’59; Cynthia 
Powers; John ’70 and Pattiann Rogers; and Scott 
Winfield ’73. Missouri S&T representatives: 
John F. Carney III, Paula McBurnett and
Marianne Ward.
May 7- Denver
St. Louis Cardinals vs. Colorado Rockies
Coors Field
Attendees included Dave Bufalo ’66; Jason 
Carter ’02; Cassidy Cobb; Rebecca Dirksen ’04;
Terry Donze ’71; Robert ’70 and Myrt Dorroh;
Tom ’71 and Pam Durham; Jenni Duvall; 
Brian Ewert ’07; Michael Ewert; Kurt Haslag ’07;
Adam ’04 and Nichole Lewis; Ashley Miller ’06;
Cynthia Powers; Natalie Powers; Matt
Satterfield ’05; Sarah Smith; Pete Stokowski;
Bob ’68 and Sylvia Storck; and Adam 
Wachter ’04.
May 10 - Collinsville, Ill.
Annual Dinner and Night at the Races
Fairmount Park 
Attendees included Tom ’87, ’92 and Melissa
Abkemeier; Phil Chrissos ’94; Gary ’76 and Patti
Dolle; Randy Dreiling ’81; Rhonda Galaske ’79;
Bill Graham ’67 ’69; Dominic ’72, ’75 and
Rosemary Grana; Jarrod Grant ’98; Brett 
Hanke ’72, ’84; Cheryl Hanson; Bob ’66 and
Catherine Hogue; Mel ’61 and Sharon Ingram;
Herb Jones; Jerry ’66 and Sharon Loethen; Tom 
Schneider ’75; Tim Schroeder ’90, ’94; Scott
Sinclair; Warren ’80 and Linda Speh; Rich
Spencer; Blaine ’74 and Dee Dee Stone; Faith
Thoma; Rick ’75 and Diane Voytas; William ’59
and Carol Weeke; Heather Wise; Pat ’74 and
David Wist; and Charlie ’76, Jo and 
Benji Yarnall. Missouri S&T representative:
Stacy Jones.





Missouri S&T Formula SAE Team in Jackson, Mich., with the Motor City Section.
The Rocky Mountain Section watches the 
St. Louis Cardinals take on the Colorado Rockies.
The Portland Section aboard the U.S.S. Lake
Champlain.








Walter Knecht, ChE: “Shirley and 
I are still happily enjoying our
retirement in Sun City West, Ariz.
As a result of our many volunteer
activities, we were recently 
selected by the National
Daughters of the American
Revolution for excellence in 
community service. We keep 
busy serving at our local library,
ushering at two theaters, helping
at our visitor’s center, gardening,
and attending exercise group and
computer club.”
1950
H.H. “Luge” Luetjen, Phys, spoke
to the Windsor (Mo.) Senior
Center in March 2008 about the
history of rocket propulsion.
1953
Paul H. Blackmon, Phys, 
MS Phys’55: “I reached my level of
incompetence early in my career,
so in 1982, I retired to Hawaii to
pursue my interest in world travel.
On a recent trip to Antarctica, 
and Peter 1 Island, I achieved a
major goal of visiting all seven
continents.”
1957
Richard Zimmerman, MinE, 
MS MinE’59, PhD GGph’65:
“Corinna, our daughter, was
awarded a doctorate in sports
medicine from the University of
Heidelberg, Germany. Johanna 
and I also announce, with great
satisfaction, that our second son,
Carl-Ulrich, was awarded a Ph.D. 
in molecular biology from the
University of Heidelberg.”
1958
James Hackett, EE: “Still working
as a consultant at age 79.”
1959
John L. Ratliff, MetE, MS MetE’60:
“After working for Battelle and USS
Research, I returned to Ohio State
for my Ph.D. in metallurgical 
engineering in 1969. I joined the
faculty at the University of South
Florida, retiring early after 23 years.
My main research was in 
corrosion. Just prior to retiring, 
I started a consulting business,
Applied Research and
Development Inc. My health is
good; I remain active in consulting
and I play golf weekly. Thanks to
MSM for an excellent early 
education.”
1960
Roy A. Smith, MetE, MS MetE’63:
“Sue and I have lived in Missouri,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
and for the last 36 years, in
Connecticut. We celebrated our
50th wedding anniversary in
September 2007 by buying a
home and moving to our 
hometown of Effingham, Ill. 
We would love to hear from 
old friends. Our phone is 
217-342-6664 and our email is
rsmith203@consolidated.net.”
1961
Tom Canale, EE: “I retired from
engineering a few years ago and





keep me busy and out of trouble.”
Farouk El-Baz, MS GGph, 
PhD GGph’64, received the
Golden Award for his 
archeological research from the
Egyptian Ministry of Culture’s
Supreme Council of Antiquities.
Larry Strobel, ChE, was elected to
the Stoddard County University of
Missouri Extension Council.
1962
Jon Mastin, Phys, ME’63, reports
his son, J. Douglas Mastin, began
work on a Ph.D. in linguistics
research at the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland. The 
university sent the 2004
Dartmouth graduate to present 
a white paper at an international
linguistics conference in Barcelona,
Spain. Mastin and his wife, Betty,
live in Cherry Hill, N.J., where he 
is president of M-Cubed
Technology, an IT consulting firm.
1964
John F. Limberg, ME: “Still among
the living after two cancer-removal
surgeries and open heart surgery
for valve replacement. Let’s drink
to life and medical insurance!”
1965
John D. “Jack” Corrigan, EE, 
MS EE’66, PhD EE’73, retired from
teaching at Washington University
in St. Louis and as the advisor and
coordinator for the University of
Missouri-St. Louis/Washington
University Joint Undergraduate
Engineering Program. He and his
wife, Carolyn, plan to spend more
time with their grandchildren and
trail riding on their horses. 
J. Derald Morgan, MS EE’65
(right), is special assistant to the
chancellor of the University of
Alabama System and works with
the state of Alabama to increase
the number of science, technology
and engineering majors in the
state. He is pictured with his 
former student Walter P. Dykas,
EE’85, MS EE’88 (above), who 
represented Oak Ridge National
Laboratory at the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Transmission and Distribution
Conference in Chicago. 
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• We are happy to announce weddings, births 
and promotions, after they have occurred.
•  We will mention a spouse’s name if it is 
specifically mentioned in the information 
provided by the alumnus/alumna.
•  Missouri S&T Magazine will announce deaths, 
if information is submitted by an immediate 
family member, or from a newspaper obituary.
Notification of deaths that have occurred more
than two years before the date of publication 
will not be published unless a special request 
is made by a family member. 
•  Obituary information on alumni spouses will be
printed only if the alumnus/alumna specifically
requests that we print it.
•  Date of death is noted in parentheses.
•  We will print addresses if specifically requested to
do so by the alumnus/alumna submitting the note. 
•  We reserve the right to edit alumni notes 
to meet space requirements.
•  We will use submitted photos as space permits. 
policy
for publishing in 
Missouri S&T Magazine
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1966
Phil Jozwiak, CE, received the
Outstanding Professional Engineer
in Private Practice Award for 2008
from the Missouri Society of
Professional Engineers.
1967
Kenneth Bollinger, ME: “Good
luck to the Solar Car Team. Be a
winner for Missouri S&T.”
Ronald D. Davis, ME: “Retired in
1999 from NASA after 34 years.
Worked for Boeing for five years
and retired again at age 65 in 2005.
My wife, Midge, still works at
Barrios Technology Inc. for NASA.
Our two girls are college grads. 
We have one grandchild and three
boys still in school (two in college
and one in high school). We’re
looking forward to an empty
nest!”
Gene Nussbaum, EE, just 
completed the electrical 
installation for a new ethanol
plant in Sauget, Ill., where he
served as the senior electric 
engineer. His next project is a new
non-recovery coke oven battery to
be constructed at Granite City, Ill.,
with Gateway Energy and Coke
Co. for U.S. Steel Granite City
Works.
Theodore L. “Ted” Weise, EE, was
elected to the board of POGO Jet.
weddings
Brian Alan Carlson, AE’03, MS AE’05, married Alisha
Nicole Reeves on Oct. 6, 2007. The couple lives in
Huntsville, Ala.
Billy Earney, CSci’97, MS CSci’00, married Kim Gibson
on Dec. 15, 2007. The couple lives in Columbia, Mo.
Curt Eggen, ME’04, and Amy Jacks, Econ’05, Math’05,
were married Sept. 29, 2007. The couple lives in
Jackson, Mo.
Ryan Gates, CE’04, married Trisha Hanneken on June 2,
2007. The couple lives in Hermann, Mo.
Kyle Lampe, ChE’04, and Lisa Hartman, Math’04,
were married on March 24, 2007. The couple lives in
Boulder, Colo. 
Grant Martin, CE’05, and Sandy Wagner, CE’05, were
married on Sept. 15, 2007. The couple lives in St. Louis. 
Sarah Massie, ME’03, married Wes Mears on Oct. 13,
2007. The couple lives in Fort Worth, Texas.
Craig Maurice, EMgt’85, married Tonya Hendrix on
May 5, 2007. The couple lives in Madison, Ala.
Jeffrey Ryan Mueller, ChE’02, married Jennifer Marie
Norton on Oct. 27, 2007. The couple lives in Kemah,
Texas.
Wade Martin Poff, EE’07, married Sarah Elizabeth
Luna on Oct. 20, 2007. The couple lives in Lubbock,
Texas. 
Vyas Sanzgiri, MS CSci’06, married Madhurima
Bhutkar on March 2, 2008. The couple lives in
Andover, Mass.
If you would like a wedding
announcement published, please




(continued on the next page)
Into the ice
Mitchell Barklage, GGph’03, has
been to Antarctica twice. He almost 
didn’t make it back last time.
Two weeks into a two-month trip,
the twin-engine plane Barklage was a
passenger in hit some ice and crashed
while attempting to take off. “As it 
happened I wasn’t afraid,” he told the 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch. “I was 
concentrating on bracing myself
because the whole time I thought that
the plane was going to flip over and roll.
When we finally came to a stop, we
hopped out of the plane and saw the
damage; that’s when it sunk in.”
Barklage is now a graduate student
at Washington University in St. Louis. 
In Antarctica, he helped to deploy 
seismographs to measure earthquake
activity. The research is connected to
studies on global warming. He has also
been on a research-related trip to Africa.
Think like an
Egyptian
Michel Barsoum, CerE’80, thinks
the ancient Egyptians can teach us
some things about materials science.
Barsoum, a professor at Drexel
University, recently presented evidence
that a revolutionary kind of cement was
used to put the Great Pyramids together
4,500 years ago. 
Speaking at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Barsoum discussed 
electron microscope investigations 
that suggest ancient Egyptians had 
discovered a cement (made from
dolomitic lime, diatomaceous silica and
disaggregated limestone), which may
have been used to cast in place some 
of the huge blocks of the pyramids. 
Such a discovery could have modern
implications for low-cost, low-emissions
production of building cements made
from indigenous materials in the 
modern world. 
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1968
Gene Ricker, NDD: “I retired 
in August 2007 as industrial 
engineering manager with
Firestone at the Des Moines
Agricultural Tire Plant after 39
years. Vicki and I reside in Ankeny,
Iowa, and have two children and
five grandchildren. We are 
enjoying retirement to the 
fullest. Family, friends, traveling, 
motorcycling, cards, and golf 
seem to occupy our time.”
Neil Smith, CSci: “Our daughter,
Veronica, recently married a 
captain in the U.S. Marine Corps
who is deployed in Iraq on his
third tour. Life is good when you
have a loving family.”
1969
Wilson Haynes, EE, MS CE’74:
“After three years of retirement, I
do not miss the Atlantic traffic.
Our daughter is a registered nurse,
our son is a U.S. Navy commander,
and our granddaughter has been
accepted by the School of
Engineering at Washington State
University. Sharon and I celebrated
41 years of marriage by taking an
Alaskan tour last summer.”
1970
Eric Aschinger, EE, has been
named chair of Aschinger Electric
Co. in St. Louis.
Larry J. Dean, EE: “My wife and 
I were overjoyed as we watched
our only son, Matt, marry his
sweetheart in March.”
Kim I. Mastalio, ME, was named










in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
Danny McMurphy, GGph, 
MS EMgt’93: “I took six family
members to the St. Pat’s Parade
and we had a great time. We
enjoyed the pizza party that the
alumni association put on. It was a
chance to warm up a bit as the
cold crept in the last 30 minutes
of the parade. Best parade I've
seen in a long time and I was
happy to see so many local bands
participate. They had been missed
in recent years. Thanks for the
hospitality!” 
Rich Starke, MetE: “My son,
Matthew, received his bachelor’s
degree in construction 
management engineering from
Sacramento State. His first job is
working on a seismic refit of the
Golden Gate Bridge. Beats my first
job washing dishes for $1 an hour
plus eats at the Wayfair Inn while 
I tried to rehab my knee before
entering the Navy. Best wishes to
the Solar Car Team for their entry.”
1972




Norma J. Curby, CE, was 
appointed vice president of 
strategic planning for Air Products.
Feger named 
outstanding engineer
Thomas Feger, CE’69 (below), was
recently named Outstanding Engineer of
the Year by the Capital Chapter of the
Illinois Society of Professional Engineers. 
The award is based on educational









Services Inc. He 
has managed or 
contributed to many sewer and water-
related projects in Illinois and the
Midwest. Among the many projects, 
he designed the storm sewers for the
Interstate 74 reconstruction in Peoria, Ill. 
Missouri S&T Engineering Education Center in St. Louis
Graduate certificate programs offered in: 
• COMPUTER SCIENCE
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
• CIVIL, ELECTRICAL & MANUFACTURING    
ENGINEERING
• ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT







• INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
• MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
The EEC is located on the UMSL Campus at One University Boulevard in St. Louis.
Each course may satisfy the professional development requirement for the PE license renewal.
Please call 314-516-5431 for more information or visit eec.mst.edu
Each program offers a combination 
of local and Internet courses.
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1974
Randy Staponski, EE, MS EE’81,
was elected to the Pierce City
(Mo.) R-VI Board of Education.
1975
James H. Martin, AE: “I am 
currently principal management
consultant with The Wexford
Group International, a CACI 
company. I recently began work
under contract to the Joint
Improvised Explosive Device
Defeat Office in the Department
of Defense and I spent three years
under contract to the U.S. Army's
Rapid Equipping Force. I retired
from Naval Aviation active duty 
in 1997. Even in the defense 
acquisition management world,
my 33-year-old Rolla technical
grounding proves an asset every
single day on the job. I still live in
Alexandria, Va.”
Eric Straatmann, EE, was named
project manager for power 
operations services for AmerenUE.
John Wegman, CSci, was chosen
as one of the first nine members
of the Helias High School Hall of
Fame for his service to the
Jefferson City, Mo., school since
graduation.
Bob Wonish, ME, was named









Society for 2007. 
Walt Lovell, CE, has joined 
AMC Entertainment Inc. as vice
president of construction.
1977
Clarissa (Carter) Young, Psyc,
“We enjoy our lovely 13-year-old
granddaughter who lives near us 
and we now have a 2-year-old
granddaughter in New York state.”
1978
Robert A. Kertis, EE: “I am a 
senior project engineer for the
Mayo Clinic. My wife, Karen, and 
I live in Rochester, Minn. We have
four sons: John, James, Jeffrey and
Justin.”
1980
William E. “Bill” Frank, PetE: 
“In January, we (finally) moved to
Houston so I could take a newly
created position, general manager
of business development for
Chevron's North America
Exploration and Production 
operating company. We've been
overseas in various locales for the
last nine years and this will be our
first experience living in Texas. I’m
still married to Marcia (Nachtigall)
from Fresno, Calif. Both kids are
college students in California, Nick
is at Fresno Pacific University and
Melissa is a sophomore at the
University of Southern California. I
look forward to reconnecting with
Houston-area alumni."
1981
Vincent Henry Grelle, EE, 
MS EMgt’87: “Thanks for a great
time at the 100th Best Ever!”
Roddy Rogers, CE, MS CE’83, 
MS EMgt’90, received the George
Warren Fuller Award from the
Missouri Section of the American
Water Works Association.
1982
Darlene (Guffey) Bramel, Hist,
was named principal of Truman
Elementary School in Rolla.
Vicki Sue Johnson, AE: “I 
completed my master’s of business
administration in management
and technology in September 
2007. I joined the Textron Six
Sigma program at Cessna – next
step Six Sigma Black Belt. Learning
continues to be fun.”
Jeff LaBrot, EE, was elected mayor
of Bonne Terre, Mo.
1983
Anne E. (Burton) Laufman, 
MS CSci: “After 20 years with IBM
in North Carolina, we retired to
the Brainerd Lakes area in
Minnesota. I’m loving retirement.”
Michael J. Simms, ChE, joined
Alexza Pharmaceuticals Inc. as 
senior vice president of operations
and manufacturing.
1985
William A. Shirley, MS ChE, 
published an article, titled “What
is the EPA’s mission?” in Chemical
Engineering Progress magazine in
March.
1986
Steven Fusselman, ChE, 
MS ChE’88, was named 2007 
Co-Engineer of the Year by 









David J. Bayless, ME, was named
a Fellow of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineering for his
efforts to improve power 
generation efficiency and 
remediate air pollution.
Cathy Corley, MS Math: “Good
job, math department. Even 21
years after my master’s degree, 
the calculus in my brain showed
up when I needed it to tutor an
overworked future criminologist.  
I was surprised what came back
after mainly doing stats and
advanced algebra.”
A day in the life of
working women
On March 27, 2007, more than 500
women across the country kept a diary 
of a single day on the job. From a female
professional football player to a 
television chef, these diarists chronicled
issues that impact working women. 
The entries were recently collected and 
published in the book Water Cooler
Diaries, edited by author Joni B. Cole. 
One of the 500-plus stories that 
Cole chose to include in the book is
from Vanessa Eckhoff, MetE’06. Eckhoff




The Ozark Chapter of the Missouri
Society of Professional Engineers 
recently named Hung Tram, CE’00, the
group’s 2008 Young Engineer of the Year.
In Springfield, Mo., Tram has worked
for Scott Consulting Engineers and
Anderson Engineering Inc. He has been 
a volunteer soccer coach and is active in
the Springfield Chinese Church. 
S&T grad is Truman’s
top educator
James Guffey, MS Math’85, 
PhD Math’88, was named Truman State
University’s Educator of the Year in May.
Guffey, a professor of mathematics, has
taught at Truman for the past 20 years.
His specialty is statistics.
“By gathering various kinds of data
on my students, I’m actually able to work
in the data about them into class,” Guffey
told the student newspaper. 
Truman students nominate 
instructors for the Educator of the 
Year award.
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George Robert “Bob” Farmer Jr.,
EE, joined Rep. Jim Costa (D-Calif.)
as a Brookings Institution
Congressional Legislative Fellow.
He will return to his job in 
business development with The
Boeing Co. when his fellowship
ends.
Mohamad Shukor Ibrahim, ChE,
was appointed chief executive
officer of Proton Holdings Bhd’s 
distribution arm, Proton Edar 
Sdn Bhd.
Steve Sieckhaus, CE, MS EMgt’94,
was promoted to chief operating
officer of Clayco.
1988
F. Scott Aschinger, EE, 
was named vice president 
of operations for Aschinger
Electric Co.
Kevin Low, CE, MS CE’89, received
a 2007 National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
Administrator’s Award.
Kevin Lee Marrs, EE: “Vicki and I
continue to enjoy Colorado and
are looking forward to sending our
eldest off to college, even if it is
only to the University of
Colorado-Boulder.”
Joyce L. (Replogle) Wagner, CSci:
“We have expanded our computer
system at Keith’s veterinary clinic
so now I get to be network
administrator, too. Erin, 12, and
Nathan, 9, are excelling at
Bethlehem Lutheran School. Erin
loves swimming and horseback
riding; Nathan found his passion
in basketball.”
Craig Schannuth, EE, was elected
to the Gasconade County (Mo.)
R-1 School District’s Board of
Education.
1990
Dave Goetz, EE, is managing
Stanley Consultants Inc.’s new 
St. Louis office.
1991
Steven McCrary, PhD EMgt, is
directing Lamar University’s new
Reese Construction Management
Program.
Tim Newkirk, EMgt, was named
chief executive officer of MGP
Ingredients Inc.
1992
Grant Christensen, Math, and
Devon (Sample) Christensen,
Math: “Devon works at Missouri
Department of Transportation as 
a senior programmer analyst. Her
niece and nephew, Kelly, 16, and
Ralph, 15, live with us now as their
mother passed away in 2006. They
are traveling abroad this summer
with the People to People Student
Ambassador program. Kelly and
Ralph, as well as our son 
Cameron, 7, and daughter
Samantha, 12, continue to 
do very well in school.”
Jack Schaller, CE, was named
assistant director of public works
and engineering manager for the
City of Joplin, Mo.
Randall Wakeland, EE, was 
elected to the Grandview (Mo.) 
R-11 School Board.
Daniel Wilson, Chem, 
co-authored an article titled
“Dynamic surface tension of digital
UV curable inks” that appeared in
the March issue of Ink World
magazine. 
1993
Brett Goodman, CE, joined S.M.
Wilson & Co. as senior project
manager. 
Matt McQuality, GeoE, 
MS CE’96, was promoted to 
manager of the Geotechnical
Group at Geotechnology Inc. in
St. Louis. 
Bob Melichar, MS EMch, has 
six patents involving battery 
technology and is working on 
his seventh. 
Philip Wentz, EE, is a principal at
McClure Engineering in St. Louis.
1994
James A. Barnes, Engl, was hired




Kendra Adams, GGph, 
MS GeoE’00, was named manager 
of the Geotechnical Group’s Soils
Laboratory at Geotechnology Inc.
in St. Louis. 
Lisa (Rothley) Delaney, LSci, is
now a pediatric radiologist at Riley
Hospital for Children in
Indianapolis.
John T. Snider, MS GeoE, 
joined Anderson Engineering Inc.
in Joplin, Mo., as engineering 
department manager and 
geotechnical engineer.
Chris Upp, MinE, was a Springfield
(Mo.) Business Journal “40 under
40” honoree for 2007. He is 
director of quarry operations 
at Conco Quarries Inc.
1997
Chi-Ming Chang, PhD MetE,
joined Mallinckrodt
Baker/Covidien in March as 
director of research and 
development in microelectronic
materials.
Sam Erter, EE, works for ABENCS
in St. Louis and lives in St. Charles,
Mo., with his wife, Shawnna
(Morris), GeoE'00, and two 
daughters.
Tom Karinshak, MS EMgt, joined
Barclaycard U.S. as managing 
director of customer care and
bank operations.
Scott Moseley, ME, joined 
Burns & McDonnell as a senior
engineer.
Gary Andrew Ross, CerE, is a new
missionary with the International
Mission Board.
Kurt Steinman, CE, joined Opus
Northwest LLC as a project 
manager in St. Louis.
Tara (Kruep) Wentz, ChE, is a
web developer at Maritz Inc. in
Fenton, Mo.
Uncommon courage
Robert Cook, a Missouri S&T 
student who died in a plane crash in
2006, has been awarded (posthumously)
the Star of Courage, one of Australia’s
top awards for bravery.
Cook, who worked as a skydiving
instructor, is credited with saving the life
of Kimberly Dear, an Australian who was
visiting Missouri in the summer of 2006.
In the 16 seconds it took for the plane
both of them were riding in to fall to the
ground, Cook clipped his harness to
Dear’s and told her to brace herself
using his body to cushion the impact. 
“I am 100 percent certain he could
have taken measures to save his own
life, but he didn’t; he saved mine,” Dear
told The Age, an Australian newspaper.
“There aren’t many people who would
put their life on the line for a stranger.”
Mark Cook, Robert’s father, emailed
the Dears to tell them how much it
meant to see his son honored by the
award. 
At the time of his death, Robert
Cook was a senior in civil engineering.
In 2006, he was awarded a bachelor of
science degree posthumously. (continued on page 43)
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Tami Bowman, Chem’00, had a
girl, Kennedy Dean, on Sept. 6,
2007. Tami’s partner, Brandy,
adopted Kennedy in 
November 2007. 
Adam Burroughs, ME’98, and
Connie (Garrison) Burroughs,
Engl’99, had a boy, Levi Christian,
on Oct. 31, 2007. He joins brother
Kai Luke. 
Gabriel Cooper, Phil’00, and
Daena Cooper, Psyc’00, had
a boy, Cash Feynman, on
Oct. 9, 2007. 
Lisa (Rothley) Delaney, LSci’96,
and her husband, John, had a girl,
Caroline Rothley, on June 24,
2007. She joins sister Lauren, 3. 
Brandon Dudley, CE’01, and his
wife, Olivia, had a boy, Nathan
Wyatt, on Jan. 3, 2008. 
Sam Erter, EE’97, and
Shawnna (Morris) Erter,
GeoE’00, have two girls,
Ashlyn, 18 months, and
Morgan, 3. 
Lynn (Morak) Feagan, EMgt’96,
and her husband, Harold, had a
girl, Hannah Rene, on Sept. 18,
2007. She joins sister Kate, 3. 
Steve Frank, ME’98, and his
wife, Staci, had a girl, Morgan
Elizabeth, on July 21, 2007, in
Dearborn, Mich. She joins 
sister Madelyn, 3. 
Bradley Fulton, NucE’88, and
his wife, Peggy, had a boy,
Timothy Reed, on Feb. 21, 2008.
Amanda (Weingartner) Gramm,
ECE’03, and her husband, Court,
had a boy, Evan Edward, on 
Dec. 20, 2007. 
David Heikkinen, ME’93, and his wife, Ann, had
triplets, Charles, Grace and Joseph. Their grandmother
is Virginia (Heikkinen) Callahan, Hist’88. 
Francis Humble, MetE’01, and
Jessica (Pence) Humble,
GeoE’01, had a girl, Retta Anne,
on Oct. 8, 2007. 
Michelle (Hedrick) Hunt,
ChE’01, and her husband, Brad,
had a girl, Clara Catherine, on
Aug. 11, 2007. 
James Klotz, EE’99, MS EMgt’02, and Kate (Carter)
Klotz, Psyc’02, had a boy, Tanner Scott, on Oct. 13,
2007. He joins brothers Carter and Mason.
David Lilly, CE’95, 
MS EnvE’97, and his wife, Lisa,
had a boy, Zachary James, on
Jan. 31, 2008. He joins sister
Jessica, 3. 
Roger Madry Jr., ME’98,
and Joyelle (King)
Madry, Hist’97, had a girl,
Grace Isabel, on Nov. 7,
2007. She joins sister
Abigail and brothers
Remmington and Barrett. 
Louis McCarthy, ECE’02, and
Stephanie (Koenig) McCarthy,
ChE’00, had a girl, Julia
Catherine, on Nov. 25, 2007. 
She joins brother Adam, 2. 
Her uncles are Andreas Koenig,
EE’01, MS EE’03, and Roland
Koenig, ME’06. 
Thomas R. “T.R.” Minard,
EMgt’01, and his wife, Amber,
had a girl, Alyssa Marie, on
Jan. 17, 2008. 
Jon Pardeck, ECE’01, and
Megan (Jekel) Pardeck,
ChE’02, had a girl, Molly
Catherine, on July 16, 2007. 
Ben Peterson, GGph’97, and
Elisa (Armstrong) Peterson,
EMgt’99, had a boy, Michael
Vincent, on Feb. 8, 2008, in
London, England. He joins 
sister Calliani Nichole, who 
is 17 months older.
Robert L. Phillips, LSci’90, and Kathy (Stone)
Phillips, NucE’90, had a girl, Juliet, on March 10, 2008.
She joins brothers Blake, 9, and Ethan, 7.
future miners
(continued on the next page)
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Rodney Pickard, NucE’95, MS NucE’97, and
Cheri (Thompson) Pickard, Econ’95, had a boy,
Ryan Clifford, on Dec. 9, 2007. He joins sister




Pruett, ChE’00, had a
boy, Cooper James, on
Oct. 31, 2007. He joins




Math’99, had a girl, 
Zoey Renee, on 




had a girl, Arisha Sarah,
on May 8, 2007, in
Santa Monica, Calif. 
Mary Helen (Hunter)
Stoltz, Engl’95, and her
husband, Bill, had a girl,
Sydney Joy, on Dec. 14,
2007. She joins sister
Emma, 2. Her relatives
include grandfather
William A. Stoltz,
EMgt’68; great-grandmother Oma Carnahan,
Engl’72; and great-uncles Gene McFarland,
Econ’70, and Dan Amsinger, ME’75.
Christina (Collins) Taylor, Chem’99, and her
husband, James, had a girl, Samantha Grace, on
July 25, 2007.
Brian Tenholder, MetE’97,
and his wife, Jolie, had a
boy, Peter Brian, on 




ChE’97, had a girl,
Samantha Marie,
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Jason M. Boles, EMgt’96, 
jasonmboles1@gmail.com
John D. “Jack” Corrigan, EE’65, MS EE’66, 
PhD EE’73,  john.d.corrigan@charter.net
A. Elaina Hurst, GeoE’98,
elaina_hurst@hotmail.com
Jonathan W. Murray, CE’05, 
murrayjw1190@gmail.com
Roger E. Nowlin, MetE’48, jjraml4@juno.com
Gene Ricker, NDD’68, gr925@msn.com
Roy A. Smith, MetE’60, MS MetE’63,
rsmith203@consolidated.net
email Send your email address to — alumni@mst.edu
future miners  (continued)
If you have a birth announcement, or a photo of your new little Miner, 
send it to us and we’ll publish it in an upcoming issue. 
Email: alumni@mst.edu
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Asperger’s doesn’t
hold Winkler back
Chad Winkler, CerE’08, was 
diagnosed with Asperger’s Syndrome in
the fourth grade. The syndrome, which 
is on one end of the autism spectrum, is
characterized by difficulties with verbal
and non-verbal communication. But
people like Winkler also tend to 
demonstrate high ability in some areas
of thinking.
“Even though others told us he
would be nothing more than employable
in a sheltered workshop, we pushed him
to do his best,” Winkler’s mother, Becky
Winkler, recently told the Jefferson City
News-Tribune. “He did it, and look at him
now. It’s just amazing to see the man he
has grown to be.”
In addition to graduating cum laude
with a bachelor’s degree in ceramic 
engineering from Missouri S&T, Winkler
had minors in history and chemistry.
After graduation, he drove his new car
and his new puppy to his new apartment
in Salem, Ill., where he started his first
post-college job. 
1998
Nathan Hoven, Math, was named
principal of Rolla High School.
Steve Squibb, ME, and Amie
(Wood) Squibb, MSys, moved to
Springfield, Mo., where Steve is a
senior engineer of water systems
for City Utilities of Springfield.
1999
G. Scott Green, ME, has been
promoted to senior project 
engineer with Tarlton Corp.
Jason Williams, MS EMgt, is a U.S.
Army major serving in Iraq. He is
regularly assigned to Oahu, Hawaii.
2000
Phillip M. Ballard, EE, a U.S. Army
captain, returned from serving in
Iraq to his assignment in
Anchorage, Alaska.
Shawnna (Morris) Erter, GeoE: 
“I am still working for SCI
Engineering Inc. as a project 
manager in the geotechnical and
construction services group. Sam
and I have two beautiful girls.” 
Braden Lusk, MinE, PhD MinE’06,










Design-Build program. He is 
director of preconstruction 
services and estimates for 
Tarlton Corp. 
2003
Dan Lutz, CE, MS CE’04, received
his professional engineer license
and works for Oates Associates.
2005
Jonathan W. Murray, CE, received
the 2008 Young Engineer of the
Year Award from the Treasure
Coast chapter of the Florida
Engineering Society.
Jacquelyn Kay Stroble, EE, 
MS MfgE’07, is in the second year
of a Ph.D. program in electrical 
engineering at Missouri S&T. 
Her research investigates how 
biological organisms and 
phenomena can be merged 
into current design techniques
focusing on the conceptualization





of the Year by
the St. Louis
chapter of the
Missouri Society of Professional
Engineers. 
2006
Evan Gray, BAdm, is the 
quarterback for the Oklahoma
City Yard Dawgz arena football
team.
Lindsey Woessner, BAdm,
MBA’07, started a property listing
website my-doorkey.com with her
father, Mike Woessner, CE’76.
2007
Nicolaus Jessip, CE, joined the
power transmission line group of
Allgeier, Martin and Associates in
Joplin, Mo.
Professional development
Give yourself a career-building edge through online courses, 
certificate programs and conferences that meet your professional needs.
For a list of available courses – go online to dce.mst.edu
dce.mst.edu  •  dce@mst.edu  •  573-341-6222
Education that fits









of Pi Kappa Alpha




Chi Sigma and Student Council.
He served in the U.S. Army Air
Corps in World War II, Korea and
the Cold War. After 22 years of
service, Mr. Rea retired in 1962 and
joined The Boeing Co. as a systems
engineer. ( Jan. 2, 2008)
1940
Ralph E. Kelley Jr.,




He worked for 
36 years as chief
engineer for Lane Trap Rock, 
retiring in 1982. He was active 
in his church and was an avid 
fisherman. (Feb. 24, 2008)
1941
Frank C. Steimke Jr., CerE, was 
a member of Alpha Phi Omega.
He retired as vice president of
Combustion Engineering Inc. in
Valley Forge, Pa. (Dec. 26, 2006)
1942
Robert A. Pohl,
ChE, was the 
president of 




Sigma and Tau Beta Pi. He worked
at Monsanto for 43 years and Slay
Industries for 18 years. Mr. Pohl
was an active member of the
Academy of Chemical Engineering
and the Order of the Golden
Shillelagh. He enjoyed church, 
volunteering with the Boy Scouts,
and encouraging his children and
grandchildren. (March 13, 2008)
1944
Edwin A. Zwald,
MinE, was a 
member of Phi
Kappa Phi and 
the Tech Club. 
He worked for
Pennzoil for 
31 years. (April 4, 2007)
1947
Paul F. Carlton,
CE, was a member
of Sigma Nu, the
track team, the
basketball team,
Tau Beta Phi, Chi
Epsilon, Blue Key
and Army ROTC. He worked for
the Army Corps of Engineers, the
Army Material Command and 
the Department of the Army,
which recognized him for
Meritorious Civilian Service in
1979. Mr. Carlton enjoyed sports,
cards, the stock market and 
buying and selling antiques 






the Tech Club and
was a member of
Student Council,
the St. Pat’s Board
and Blue Key. He served in 
World War II and worked for Shell
Oil Co. for 35 years. Mr. McGovern
was active in his church and
enjoyed his family, golf, tennis 
and handball. (March 25, 2008)
Albert W.
Procton, EE, was 





retired as vice president of All
Metal Screw Products Co. Inc. and 
was an active member and past 
president of his temple in Great








as a gunner in the
U.S. Army Air Corps during World
War II and the Korean conflict. 
Mr. Browngard retired from
Northeast Electric Power Co-op.
He served as secretary of the
Miner Alumni Association 
for several years, was active in 
his church, and loved to fish and
hunt. ( Jan. 25, 2008)
Anthony J.
“Tony” DiPrimo,





director of Shakespeare Oil Co.
Inc. in 2000. ( June 9, 2007)
David J. Freeman,
EE, MS EE’56, was 
a member of Tau






served in the U.S.
Air Force during
World War II 
and worked as 
a consulting 
structural engineer. He enjoyed
riding his horse and spending time




in the U.S. Air
Force during
World War II. 
He worked for
Telephonics Co.
from 1952 to 1965 installing and
co-designing an oxygen mask
microphone for pilots. Mr. Richter
retired from Parker-Gull Co. in
1991. (April 23, 2008)
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Harold Cleveland
Harold W. Cleveland passed away
March 26 in Rolla. He was a lecturer in
music education at Missouri S&T and 
at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
In 1984, Mr. Cleveland composed the
Missouri S&T Miners fight song and 
was named an honorary member of 
the Kappa Kappa Psi band fraternity. 
Mr. Cleveland moved to Rolla in
1962 and taught in the Rolla Public
School System until his retirement in
1978. He arranged music for and was 
a member of the World’s Finest Rolla
German Band. He was one of the 
“Morning Mayors” at Rolla radio station
KTTR, and later hosted a music show on
Rolla radio station KMOZ. Mr. Cleveland
was the first president of the Rolla Arts
Association.
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Kenneth C.
“Casey” Roach, ME,
was a member of
Kappa Alpha and
Army ROTC. He
served in the U.S.
Army during World
War II, receiving several ribbons and
medals. After Mr. Roach retired
from Georgia Gulf Corp. in 1990, he
continued working as a consultant.
He loved handball, college sports




Phys, was a member
of the Radio Club
and Tau Beta Pi. He
served in the U.S.
Army Air Corps
during World War II.
Mr. Koontz was an avid pilot who
worked in the aerospace industry,
principally at Point Magu Naval Air
Weapons Station. (March 22, 2008)
Donald A. Nelson,




in the U.S. Army Air
Force and retired as
safety director from Amer Motors.
He was active in his church and
participated in his children’s 
activities, including serving as 
Boy Scout scout master and 







1990. (Feb. 19, 2008)
1954
Walter L. Irvin Jr.,
MetE, was on the
rifle team. He served
in the U.S. Army
and as captain of
the Army’s Rifle and
Pistol Team. 
Mr. Irvin worked for Hughes Tool
Co., WKM, Hydril Pressure Control
and Cooper Cameron during his
career. He enjoyed hunting game
birds, studying history and 
attending his grandchildren’s 
sporting events. (Feb. 27, 2008)
William B.
McGregor, ChE,
was a member of
the track team, the
Glee Club and the
Baptist Student
Union. He served 
in the U.S. Army and worked for
NASA, Olin Corp., BASF, and
Engelhard Corp. Mr. McGregor was
a deacon and choir director of his




was a member of
the Independents
and Sigma Pi Sigma.
He retired from
General Dynamics
Corp. and was a member of




a member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon. He
worked for Shell 
Oil Co. for 30 years, 
primarily in
California and Texas. Mr. Cochran
was an advocate of higher 
education, not only for his 
daughters, but others close to 
his family. He encouraged, guided
and even helped young people 
financially to meet their education
goals. (April 3, 2008)
1958
Robert Lee Brown, EE, was a 
member of the Independents and
the Tech Club. He retired as senior
engineer from Casco Corp. 
( July 9, 2007)
Sadegh M. Vakil,




and Eta Kappa Nu.
He worked for





EE, was a 
member of the
Independents. He
served in the U.S.
Navy during the
Korean War aboard
the U.S.S. Missouri. He retired as
engineering manager from The
Boeing Co. (Feb. 16, 2008)
Henry J. Holley, EE,
was a member of
Tau Beta Pi and the
Tech Club. He was 





EE, was a member




He retired as 
program manager after 30 years
with Motorola Inc. ( Jan. 11, 2008)
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Thomas O’Keefe
Dr. Thomas J. O’Keefe, MetE’58,
PhD MetE’65, Curators’ Professor 
emeritus, died April 13 in Rolla. 
Dr. O’Keefe worked for Dow Metal
Products from 1959-1961. After 
returning to Rolla to earn his Ph.D., 
he became a faculty member in the 
metallurgical engineering department.
He was also a senior research
investigator at the university’s Materials
Research Center and advisor to the Rolla
chapter of Phi Kappa Theta fraternity
from 1965-1999. He was named Curators’
Professor of metallurgical engineering 
in 1985.
Dr. O’Keefe was an internationally
known authority in electrometallurgy,
especially the deposition of metals by
electricity. His research led to patented
devices and new techniques for 
processing and refining zinc, copper 
and lead. He also invented a process
that made fillings adhere better to 
teeth. Later in his career, Dr. O’Keefe
participated in research that resulted in
the creation of better corrosion-resistant
coatings for military aircraft. 
“Unofficially, dad never retired,” says
Matt O’Keefe, MetE’85, a professor of
materials science and engineering who
has followed in his father’s footsteps at
Missouri S&T. “He was still doing
research and I was fortunate to be 
able to work with him on a number 
of projects.”
photo by Sam O’Keefe











and as a research
engineer for Cooper
Industries Inc. 
( July 15, 2007)
Lloyd E. “Bud”
Cooper, ME, was a
member of Tau Beta
Pi, Pi Tau Sigma and
the Independents.
He served in the
U.S. Army. After
graduation, Mr. Cooper taught at
Missouri S&T, and then left for an 
aeronautical engineering career at
McDonnell Douglas Corp. and The
Boeing Co., retiring in 1999 as senior




was a member 
of the Scholastic
Honors Association.
He retired from 
All-Star Cellular Inc. 
( Jan. 3, 2007)
Robert C. Pickett,
Phys, MS Phys’68,
was a member of
the Radio Club,
Sigma Gamma
Epsilon and Sigma 
Pi Sigma. He
received a National Defense
Education Fellowship and was a
researcher at the Naval Undersea
Research and Development Center
and the U.S. Naval Ordnance
Laboratory. Mr. Pickett taught at
Bemidji State University for 24
years, winning many awards and
honors. He enjoyed travel, cards
and reading to his granddaughters.
(Feb. 7, 2008)
1962
Edmond “Lee” Coad, CE, was 
a member of Triangle and the 
football team. He had a passion 
for bridges and was involved in the
construction of the I-70 bridge in
St. Louis. He worked at Cianbro
Corp. and later opened his own
construction business. Mr. Coad
loved living in Maine, enjoying the
rocky coastline and lobster. He was
a world traveler, and in 2003,
reached the summit of Mount
Katahdin for a fourth time with 




ME, was the NCAA
Bridge champion
and a member of
Kappa Alpha, the 
St. Pat’s Board,
Alpha Phi Omega
and the Scholastic Honors
Association. After graduation, 
he joined his brothers’ business,
DeLong’s Inc., a small steel 
fabrication and joist manufacturing
company. Mr. DeLong was 
instrumental in the company’s
expansion and helped put it in 
the top 50 U.S. companies with the
highest national certification in steel
bridge fabrication. His achievements
included helping found the
National Steel Bridge Alliance.
(March 23, 2008)
Stanley K.
Nodland, CE, was 
a member of the
football and golf
teams, Chi Epsilon,
Tau Beta Pi and the
Scholastic Honors
Association. He served in the 
U.S. Army from 1948 until his 
retirement in 1970 as lieutenant
colonel. Mr. Nodland worked for
the City of Jacksonville (Fla.) as city
highway engineer, city engineer and
director of public works. He served
as president of the Florida chapter
of the American Public Works
Association and a member of its




MS EMch’67, was 
a member of Tau





Clemens Bruemmer, NDD, was 
a member of Phi Kappa Theta. He
served in the U.S. Navy during the
Korean War. Mr. Bruemmer was
active in his church, the Knights of
Columbus, the Rolla Lions Club and
the Lenox Farm Hunting Club. 
He enjoyed hunting and golf.
(March 12, 2008)
Charles D. Green, MS Tch, taught
physics and math at Stockton (Ill.)
High School for 27 years. After his
retirement, he and his wife moved
to a Mississippi River cabin, which
he rebuilt after the flood in 1993.
He enjoyed camping, fishing, 
hunting, and his family and friends.
(March 23, 2008)
1966
C. Charles “Chuck” Peterson, 
MS Tch, served in the U.S. Navy as 
a carrier pilot. While working at the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, he wrote
and taught a science program titled
“Science, A Process Approach.” He
retired from Sikorsky Aircraft in
Stratford, Conn., as vice president
for Middle East international 
programs. A non-profit agency for
marine research and environmental
education recently established an
award in his memory for his 
volunteer service. (Dec. 20, 2007)
1968
Elbert T. Jennings, MS Tch, taught
math in the Des Moines (Iowa)
Public School System for 26 years.
He also taught at Drake University
and his area community college,
where students affectionately
A. Kellam Rigler
Dr. A. Kellam Rigler, professor
emeritus of computer science, passed
away April 20, 2008, in Columbia, Mo. 
Dr. Rigler retired in 1994 after 25 years 
at Missouri S&T.
In 1962, Dr. Rigler earned his Ph.D.
from the University of Pittsburgh in 
conjunction with Westinghouse
Research Labs, where he was 
conducting research in optics and 
holography. He also had mathematics
degrees from Simpson College and the
University of Nebraska.
Dr. Rigler’s interest in computer 
science was sparked while the discipline
was in its embryonic phase. Code had to
be translated to machine language and
stored in memory by manually setting
dip switches and saving instructions 
and data on a byte-by-byte basis.  
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referred to him as “Mr. French.” He
was known for his sense of humor
and storytelling. (Feb. 19, 2008)
Frank R. “Bud” Koegel, MS Tch,
was head of the math department
at the Manlius Military School in
New York. In 1970, he moved his
family to Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
where he taught until his 
retirement. (Feb. 12, 2008)
1969
Ronald E. Sander,
ME, was a member
of Sigma Phi Epsilon
and the Shamrock
Club. He retired
from the U.S. Naval
Ordnance Station
after 27 years. (Nov. 11, 2006)
1970
Daniel J. Delany, MS EMgt, served
two tours of duty in Vietnam and
retired from the U.S. Army in 1980
as a colonel. He was vice president
at Hughes Helicopters and
McDonnell Douglas Helicopters,
both in California. After retirement,
Mr. Delany enjoyed building, 
restoring and flying airplanes 
with friends. (April 12, 2008)
Leland R. “Lee” Miller, PhD CSci,
taught for more than 35 years at
Bowling Green University, where a 
former student set up a scholarship
in his name. He was active in his
church, organizing many mission
trips to help repair homes in the
south. Dr. Miller and friends gave
free tennis lessons to local youth.
He enjoyed woodworking and
helping his children with home
repairs. (Dec. 29, 2007)
Ivan J. Schirer, MS Tch, was a 
lifetime farmer and cattleman. 
He retired from teaching at the
Newton (Kan.) School District and
taught at Hutchinson Community
College. (Feb. 22, 2008)
1971
Richard L. Carter, MS Tch, taught
computers and math for 28 years 
at Marshalltown, Iowa. After 
retirement, he was a substitute
teacher for six years and assistant
wrestling coach for 15 years. 
Mr. Carter was active in his church
and the National Education
Association. (Dec. 1, 2007)
Roy K. Koerner,
ME, was a member
of Beta Sigma Psi,
Phi Kappa Phi, Pi
Tau Sigma and
Army ROTC. He was
a division engineer
for the City of Long Beach, Calif.
( Jan. 15, 2007)
1972
James R. “Jim” Rappe III, EMgt,
was a member of Kappa Kappa 
Psi and the band. He was a former
director of North America for AAF
International. Mr. Rappe enjoyed
hunting, fishing, metal detecting,
being outdoors and coaching 
baseball. (March 12, 2008)
1973
Anna J. Allen, CSci, Psyc’75, was a
member of the Wesley Foundation.
(Aug. 2, 2007)
1976
Patricia D. (Blankenship) Chilton,
ChE, was a member of Tau Beta
Sigma, Alpha Chi Sigma and the
band. She was devoted to her 
family and is survived by her 
husband, Stephen Chilton, ChE’74.
Ms. Chilton was active with the
Sooner Girl Scout Council of
Southern Oklahoma. (Feb. 9, 2008)
James J. Sheehan, MS CE, was vice
president of City Design Group in
St. Louis for 15 years. A community
activist, Mr. Sheehan served on the
Missouri Housing Development
Commission and as a board 
member for the Family Resource
Center. (March 22, 2008)
1978
Stephens E.
German, EE, was on
the wrestling team.




Kenita J. Johnson, Psyc, was vice
president of operations for Missouri
Ozarks Community Action in
Richland, Mo., and director of 
planning for Family Development
Services (Head Start) in
Indianapolis. (Dec. 30, 2007)
1979
Michael A. Reeves, EMgt, was
operations manager for Jibadan
Flavors. ( Jan. 3, 2008)
1980
Ruben A. Funk, ME, was a member
of the Wesley Foundation and Pi
Tau Sigma. He worked at 3M for 
20 years, most recently as a 
specialty materials engineer. 
Mr. Funk was active in his church
and participated in several mission
trips. He was a blacksmith and a
steam railroad enthusiast. 
(March 15, 2008)
Leonore A. “Lee” (Kutilek) Voss,
EE, was a member of Phi Kappa Phi
and Tau Beta Pi. She worked at
Delphi Corp. Ms. Voss was active 
in her church and enjoyed 
gardening. (Nov. 4, 2007)
1981
Mary E. Holmes, NDD, retired
from the U.S. Geological Survey
after 48 years of service. 
(March 28, 2008)
1982
Phaivanh Lounmala, EE, worked
for the U.S. Air Force. 
( June 18, 2007)
(continued on the next page)
friends
Milton Arnold (April 7, 2008)
John W. Bates, retired Missouri S&T 
landscaper ( Jan. 28, 2008)
James B. Beirne (April 1, 2007)
Harold E. Bonham (Feb. 13, 2008)
Anita Borgstede, wife of the late George
Borgstede, CE’35 (Dec. 10, 2006)
Eva Jo Bradford (April 15, 2008)
Roy Thomas Charles (April 17, 2008)
James E. Davidsaver (Aug. 23, 2007)
Ira A. Deardeuff (Dec. 31, 2007)
Jean T. Denney ( Jan. 6, 2008)
Arline “Pat” Dennie, wife of the late
Powell Dennie, PetE’40 (Oct. 18, 2007)
Clarence G. Duclos (March 30, 2008)
Norma Dumm, wife of the late Lee D.
Dumm, CE’33 (Nov. 20, 2007)
Rogers H. “Pete” Falkenrath
( Jan. 22, 2008)
Mary L. Giles (Aug. 17, 2007)
Hazel Koegel, wife of the late Frank R.
“Bud” Koegel, MS Tch’68 (Nov. 5, 2007)
Joe R. Lacewell ( Jan. 16, 2008)
Harold C. Mace (March 16, 2008)
Lila Marcellus (March 28, 2008)
Luther P. Mathis (April 20, 2008)
Pearl E. Maxwell (March 20, 2008)
William H. “Bill” May ( Jan. 20, 2008)
(continued on the next page)
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1986
Lois Ann (Wolfe)
Highfill, Psyc, was a
member of Psi Chi
and Phi Kappa Phi.
She lived all over
the world as a 
military wife. She
was active in her church, directing
the choir, playing the organ and
serving as secretary. Ms. Highfill 
was also a piano teacher, Red 
Cross volunteer and president of
the Officers’ Wives Club. After
completing her degree, she worked
for the Missouri Division of Family
Services, primarily with foster 
children. (April 1, 2008)
1987
Bennett S. Mayberry, EMgt,
worked in an environmental 
engineering capacity for the federal
government at Keesler Air Force
Base in Mississippi and at the North
American Aerospace Defense
Command in Colorado. He was 
a free spirit who enjoyed writing
music, watching sports and setting
Missouri fishing records. 
(March 21, 2008)
Timothy Joseph
Reddy, CSci, was on
the basketball team
and was active in
the Newman
Center. He was a
programmer for
Benefit Finance Partners and a
father of four children. 
(Feb. 17, 2008)
1989
James Edward Russell, MS EE, was
a member of Eta Kappa Nu and
received Scholastic Honors. He
worked for Dynetics Inc. for 
18 years and was active in his
church. (Feb. 21, 2008)
friends (continued)
Albert Carroll “Mac” McCutchen
(April 13, 2008)
Ruth Pingel, wife of the late Marvin Pingel,
CerE’41 (Dec. 24, 2007)
Elva Smith ( Jan. 22, 2008)
Syndia Tucker, wife of Robert E. Tucker 
(Aug. 14, 2007)
John W. “Jack” Koenig
John W. “Jack” Koenig passed away May 3, 2008, in Chesterfield,
Mo. Mr. Koenig retired from Missouri S&T in 1985 after 18 years as the
university’s technical editor. 
An accomplished artist, Mr. Koenig painted the mural of past
Missouri S&T chancellors that is housed on the second floor of Parker
Hall. Additional works hang in the Havener Center, McNutt Hall, the
Curtis Laws Wilson Library and several fraternity houses, as well as in
private collections. Mr. Koenig also taught art classes on campus.
Mr. Koenig held geology degrees from Columbia University and
University of Kansas. He was a member of Sigma Xi, the Association of      
Earth Science Editors and Christ Episcopal Church in Rolla. He was 
also a founding member of Arts Rolla.
During World War II, Mr. Koenig served in the 8th Army Air Force in London as a chief
draftsman. He also worked as a geological engineer for Phillips Petroleum and as a stratigrapher
and paleontologist for the Missouri State Survey.
Daniel N. Estel
Daniel N. Estel passed away June 1,
2008, at his home in Edgar Springs, Mo.
A senior nuclear reactor operator at
Missouri S&T, Mr. Estel also worked in
commercial refrigeration. He served in
the U.S. Navy for nine years and fought
in the Vietnam War.
photo by Joel Goodridge
Harry J. “Hank” Sauer
Dr. Harry J. “Hank” Sauer, ME’56, MS ME’58, passed away June 17, 2008. A professor of 
mechanical and aerospace engineering at Missouri S&T, Dr. Sauer celebrated his 50-year
anniversary at the university in 2007. During his career at Missouri S&T, Dr. Sauer served stints
as dean of graduate study and as associate chair of mechanical engineering. His research was
focused on heat transfer, thermodynamics, air conditioning and thermophysical properties. 
He published more than 150 technical papers and five engineering textbooks. Thousands of
young engineering students learned the fundamentals of air conditioning systems from one 
of those books, which is in its ninth edition.
Dr. Sauer won numerous Faculty Excellence Awards at Missouri S&T. In 1999, the university
presented him with the Alumni Merit Award. In 2003, he was named Most Distinguished
Scientist by the Missouri Academy of Sciences. He also served on the board of the Missouri
Society of Professional Engineers.     
Memorial gifts may be made to the Patricia Ann and Harry J. Sauer Scholarship through
Missouri S&T. Giving information is available online at: giving.mst.edu/waystogive.html . 
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As a guard and tackle on the Miner football team, Bob Keiser,
EE’65, learned firsthand the importance of teamwork. The leadership
lessons he gained from athletics stayed with him throughout his
career, taking him all the way from the football field to the boardroom. 
“An athlete must lead by example and make decisions from a
leadership standpoint,” Keiser says.
When he retired in 1999 as chair and CEO of Oryx Energy, Keiser
wanted to make sure future generations of Missouri S&T Miners
learned the same lessons, so he and his wife, Mary, established the
Robert L. Keiser Athletic Scholarship with a gift of $100,000. The
scholarship provides funding for athletes in good academic standing
who attend Missouri S&T. Since its establishment in 2000, the 
scholarship has been awarded to a student in nearly every sport. 
With added gifts from the Keisers, the endowment has grown to 
more than $400,000, making it the largest athletic scholarship at
Missouri S&T.
“Athletics are important to a university and to college students,”
Keiser says. “Sports teach leadership and teamwork skills you can’t
get in a classroom. Athletics are a great addendum to a great 
education.”
Keiser began his career with Sun Oil Co. as an engineer. The
company later became Oryx Energy and merged with Kerr McGee in
1999. He progressed through various positions, working all over the
United States and in London, England. During his career, the Keisers
moved 17 times. 
The Keisers have two sons, a daughter and four grandchildren, 
all of whom live nearby. “We’re very lucky,” Mary says. “It’s wonderful
to have them close.”
In their spare time, the Keisers enjoy golf and travel. Both are
sports fans. Of course living in Frisco, Texas, makes them fans of the
Dallas Cowboys. Keiser has been a fan of the team since its start 
in 1960.
Keiser is a former member of the Missouri S&T Board of Trustees
and is a member of the Missouri S&T Academy of Mines and
Metallurgy.
“The education and experience that I received from my tenure at
Missouri S&T were keys to my career,” Keiser says. “Varsity football
was an important part of my college life.” It’s the lessons learned on
the football field – as well as those in the Missouri S&T classroom –
that he credits with much of his success.
Bob & Mary Keiser:
Leading by example
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